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CIMdata News 
CIMdata Brings The PLM Industry’s Premier Education & Training Program to the Boston Area 
25 June 2013 
 
CIMdata, Inc., the leading global PLM strategic management consulting and research firm announces 
that it will bring its highly acclaimed PLM Certificate Program to Andover, Massachusetts from 
September 16-20, 2013. The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is the flagship offering of CIMdata 
PLM Leadership, the PLM industry’s most comprehensive solution provider agnostic education and 
training offering available for today’s PLM professionals. 
 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program prepares PLM professionals at several levels to successfully 
address the challenges inherent in PLM strategy development and implementation. This assessment-
based certificate program includes a personalized classroom experience, individual and team-based 
exercises, and individual evaluations of achievement. Additionally, the program provides intensive and 
extensive exposure to a team of CIMdata experts. Upon successful completion of the program, each 
participant receives a CIMdata PLM Certificate and becomes a member of CIMdata’s global PLM 
Leadership community. 
 
“We are delighted to be bringing the CIMdata PLM Certificate program back to Andover. Making 
CIMdata’s world-class PLM Certificate program available in the Boston area will ensure that a wide 
range of PLM professionals will have the opportunity to participate in this valuable program, which has 
come to be regarded as the de-facto standard for PLM education and training.” said James McKinney, 
CIMdata’s PLM Leadership Practice Manager. 
 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is built on CIMdata’s over 30 years of extensive worldwide 
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experience guiding industrial companies in successfully defining and implementing best-in-class PLM 
strategies and tactics. The program is available to industrial companies who are considering or are 
already implementing PLM, and to PLM solution and service providers. PLM Certificate Program 
participants may register online for either a 3-day or 5-day program. For more detailed information 
about the CIMdata PLM Certificate Program and how to register, visit CIMdata’s website 
at http://www.cimdata.com/services/education/plm_certificate.html.  
 
About the CIMdata PLM Certificate Program 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program consists of nine educational sessions. These sessions can be 
completed by either attending the full program delivered over five consecutive days or attending the pre-
requisite core PLM Certificate sessions offered over three consecutive days and at a later time, within a 
12-month period, completing the remaining sessions over two consecutive days. 
 
The CIMdata PLM Certificate Program is available to industrial companies who are considering and/or 
implementing PLM, and to PLM solution and service providers. The program is built on CIMdata’s over 
30 years of extensive worldwide experience guiding industrial companies in successfully defining and 
implementing best-in-class PLM strategies and tactics. 
 
About CIMdata 
CIMdata, a leading independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize 
an enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) solutions. Since its founding in 1983, CIMdata has delivered 
world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-practice methods on PLM solutions. These solutions 
incorporate both business processes and a wide-ranging set of PLM-enabling technologies. 
 
CIMdata works with both industrial organizations and suppliers of technologies and services seeking 
competitive advantage in the global economy. In addition to consulting, CIMdata conducts research, 
provides PLM-focused subscription services, and produces several commercial publications. The 
company also provides world-class industry training and education through PLM certificate programs, 
seminars, and conferences worldwide. CIMdata serves clients around the world from offices in North 
America, Europe, and Asia-Pacific. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at www.CIMdata.com, follow us on Twitter: http://twitter.com/CIMdataPLMNews, or contact CIMdata 
at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 
734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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solidThinking Inspire Democratizes Optimization-Driven Concept Design: A CIMdata Commentary  
27 June 2013 
 
Key takeaways: 

• Topology optimization generates efficient lightweight structures that meet performance 
requirements for weight, stiffness, and strength 

• Altair, the parent company of solidThinking, pioneered the commercial availability of topology 
optimization with OptiStruct  

• solidThinking Inspire is a purpose-built topology optimization tool that can be used by design 
engineers up front in the product development process 

• Customers report that topology optimization results in first-time capable designs and eliminates 
iterative redesigns to meet performance requirements 

• solidThinking Inspire is finding applications in industries beyond automotive and aerospace, 
including architecture and industrial design 

• The organic shapes generated with this technology are functional and often aesthetically 
appealing 

 
As the revolution in digital product definition continues, strong forces are seeking to democratize the 
tools that are employed, to make them easier to use and accessible to a wider audience. Particularly as 
simulation drives into the early part of the product development process, to help select product concepts 
and to define product architecture, the tools must be simpler, faster, and more capable to support critical 
product decisions that cross multiple disciplines. 
 
Leading thinkers focus on the idea that the geometry of a product design should be a result of the design 
process, not a starting point. They envision a systems engineering approach, where the physical design is 
derived or synthesized from its performance and other requirements. In this paradigm, geometry is fully 
a part of the design discovery process. 
 
Topology optimization is one way to “discover” structural geometry that is optimized to meet a 
prescribed set of performance targets while satisfying constraints like minimum weight or maximum 
stiffness. 
 
Altair pioneered the commercial availability of topology optimization with OptiStruct in the early 1990s. 
Since then, topology optimization has become routine in industries where efficient structures are 
important, like aerospace and automotive. The inclusion of manufacturing and other constraints 
improved the applicability of the technique, but it remained something that required expert knowledge 
of both FEA and CAD to utilize. 
 
Seeking to broaden the market for topology optimization, solidThinking (an Altair company) has now 
embedded the technology in a stand-alone, purpose-built tool, solidThinking Inspire. Inspire removes 
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the need for an expert understanding of FEA and CAD to apply topology optimization. Further, it fits 
the need to apply topology optimization at the concept stage, ahead of detailed CAD design and the 
usual simulation process for product validation. 
 
In creating Inspire, solidThinking displays innovation and a deep understanding of the design and 
product development process. Topology optimization is best applied during the product ideation stage, 
while there is still freedom to decide on system packaging and overall product layout; where concepts 
must be quickly explored, and there is not time to engage a team including CAE and CAD specialists to 
do an optimization study. The expert engineers engaged in defining product architecture are usually not 
skilled in applying CAE or CAD tools. Inspire is a tool for these design-responsible expert engineers. 
 
Topology optimization is a remarkable technology. It is used to generate efficient structures that carry or 
transmit prescribed loads. The user defines the volume that the structure may occupy, and its loads and 
attachment points. The solution process involves a finite element model in which the density of the 
material is essentially a variable. Material is removed from regions that are less essential for carrying the 
loads. Optimization techniques are used to develop structural geometry that meets requirements such as 
minimum weight or maximum stiffness. 
 
Commercial software for topology optimization has been available for two decades, but was constrained 
by many practical difficulties. It was only usable by FEA experts, the resulting structures were difficult 
to realize in standard MCAD packages, and were often not manufacturable by traditional methods for 
injection molding, stamping, or die casting. Thus, while success was achieved in creating designs for 
essentially 2D structures like spars, trusses and mounting brackets, the true potential of topology 
optimization was not being realized. As already noted, a topology optimization project typically required 
a team including an engineer with product knowledge, an FEA specialist and a CAD specialist. 
 
The topology optimization process is as follows: In Figure 1, the design space for a bracket is defined. 
Loads are applied, and constraints or objectives for stiffness or weight are set. 

 
Figure 1—Bracket Design Space 
(Courtesy of solidThinking) 
 
The resulting geometry is seen in Figure 2. Note that the part contains cavities and is not manufacturable 
by, for example, die casting. Manufacturing constraints, for example a die draw direction, can be 
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applied. Also, the part can be made symmetric.  

 
Figure 2—First-Pass Suggested Topology 
(Courtesy of solidThinking) 
 
Finally, multiple load cases can be applied, if the same part is to be used in different locations. The final 
result from Inspire is shown in Figure 3. This design concept is then taken into a CAD system to guide 
and help develop the geometry of the actual part. 

 
Figure 3—Final Suggested Topology 
(Courtesy of solidThinking) 
 
As noted, topology optimization is used to “discover” structural geometry that meets the product 
performance requirements. As such, it is most effectively used “up front”. The product development 
process is often represented as the systems engineering “Vee”, Figure 4. For mechanical design, detailed 
CAD is created at the base of the Vee. Topology optimization is best suited for use on the left side of the 
Vee, during system design. solidThinking’s customers who use topology optimization up front report 
that they now have first-time capable CAD designs, and they have eliminated cycles of redesign to meet 
performance requirements. 
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Figure 4—The Systems Engineering Vee 
 
After the CAD design is completed, the traditional CAE simulation process is used for validation. 
Indeed, shape optimization (available in Altair’s OptiStruct software) may be used to fine-tune the 
shape. 
 
Optimization can also be used on the right side of the Vee, though there is less flexibility since major 
decisions on available design space and product configurations have been made. Even so, there are 
opportunities to explore lighter weight designs. 
 
Since Inspire is a stand-alone tool it does not require licenses for ancillary CAD or finite-element 
software. It has sufficient geometry generation capabilities for its purpose, but it is not a CAD tool. It 
also is not a general-purpose finite element solver. By integrating these capabilities, solidThinking has 
created a powerful but easy to use application. 
 
Inspire provides unique ways to interact with and understand the structures being proposed. A slider bar 
can be used to add or remove material. Loads may be changed to see the effects on the structure. This is 
very effective for gaining an understanding of the design, and of how the structure carries the loads. 
These “what if” studies can be done in a short amount of time: users report being able to run variant 
loading conditions quickly enough on a laptop to participate in real-time design reviews. In the past such 
calculations might have required hours on the fastest supercomputers then available. 
 
Topology optimization has been compared to the biological process of morphogenesis, which is how an 
organism develops its shape. Certainly, the structures suggested by topology optimization often have an 
organic, skeletal appearance. They simply look functional and efficient and are visually appealing. For 
this reason, topology optimization is finding applications in industrial design and architecture. Figure 5 
is a stadium. The topology result is in the foreground, and the figure also shows the architect’s 
interpretation.  
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Figure 5—Stadium Structure Produced by Inspire 
(Courtesy of solidThinking) 
 
Inspire has recently been used to design supporting structures (exoskeletons) for skyscrapers, Figure 6. 

 
Figure 6—Exoskeleton for Skyscraper Developed in Inspire 
(Courtesy of solidThinking) 
 
CIMdata has remarked on the need to democratize simulation: Make simulation available to and usable 
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by a much wider audience. Inspire is a tool that supports this democratization. solidThinking, with 
Inspire, addresses many of the obstacles to the effective application of topology optimization. These 
include application complexity, the need for a development team rather than a single engineer, limits 
imposed by software licensing, and adaptability needed so the tool can be used early in the development 
process. 
 
About CIMdata 
CIMdata, an independent worldwide firm, provides strategic management consulting to maximize an 
enterprise’s ability to design and deliver innovative products and services through the application of 
Product Lifecycle Management (PLM). CIMdata provides world-class knowledge, expertise, and best-
practice methods on PLM. CIMdata also offers research, subscription services, publications, and 
education through international conferences. To learn more about CIMdata’s services, visit our website 
at http://www.CIMdata.com or contact CIMdata at: 3909 Research Park Drive, Ann Arbor, MI 48108, 
USA. Tel: +1 734.668.9922. Fax: +1 734.668.1957; or at Oogststraat 20, 6004 CV Weert, The 
Netherlands. Tel: +31 (0) 495.533.666. 
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Acquisitions 
Delcam Acquires CADCAM Systems to form Illinois Office 
24 June 2013 
 
Delcam has established a direct office in Illinois following its acquisition of its Rockford-based reseller, 
CAD CAM Systems.  CAD CAM Systems President, Andy Bergstrom, and the company’s staff will 
become direct employees of Delcam North America to ensure continuity of service to the hundreds of 
users of Delcam software in the region. 
 
Delcam Illinois is the company’s sixth direct office in North America; the others are in Salt Lake City, 
Philadelphia and Pasadena, California, in the USA, and in Windsor and Toronto in Canada. 
 
CAD CAM Systems was founded in 1986 by Andy Bergstrom and his partner, Jim Epperson.  The 
company became a Delcam Sales Partner in 1994, with both partners believing the Delcam software to 
be the best in its class.  Its history of almost twenty years makes it the most experienced Delcam reseller 
in the USA.  During that time, CAD CAM Systems has supported hundreds of customers in Illinois and 
Iowa, ranging from multi-national organisations to companies of all sizes in the mould, die, pattern and 
prototyping industries. 
 
In 1996, CADCAM Systems bought a vertical machining centre and began doing contract CNC 
machining for software customers using Delcam’s programming systems.  By 2008, this part of the 
business had expanded far beyond the initial customer base into new industries and added more, larger 
machine tools.  As a result, it was given a separate identity of Azimuth CNC, managed by Jim 

http://www.cimdata.com/
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Epperson.  Following the acquisition, the Azimuth CNC machining division will now be a standalone 
company using Delcam software.  As a valued customer, both Delcam and CAD CAM Systems wish 
Jim Epperson and his team the very best for the future. 
 
"For CAD CAM Systems software customers, everything will be business as usual,” commented Andy 
Bergstrom.  "I am pleased to confirm that the software staff at CAD CAM Systems have become 
employees of Delcam North America, ensuring that any impact to customers will be minimal.  They will 
continue to receive the highest level of support and services that they have received from the same 
people.  However, CCSI will now have the whole Delcam organisation as a resource.” 
 
"In the longer term, additional investment in the sales and support operations will mean an increase in 
staff so that the hundreds of Delcam customers in the area can be provided with an even better service.” 
 
Commenting on the decision to move to a direct office, Delcam North America President, Glenn 
McMinn said, "CAD CAM Systems has enjoyed considerable success in developing a large and diverse 
customer base for Delcam’s products, and is recognised for providing excellent support to those 
customers.   We are planning significant investment to expand the organization and achieve even more 
business in the region.  I am very pleased that Andy and his staff have decided to join the Delcam 
organisation and so give us a very firm foundation to support our expansion plans.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Company News 
D|C|CADD Brings Fabrication and Construction Design Solutions to the Houston Market 
25 June 2013 
 
D|C|CADD, an Autodesk solutions provider offering software and services to the building, fabrication, 
infrastructure and manufacturing communities, announced their expansion into Houston, Texas. 
 
As an Autodesk Gold Partner, D|C|CADD has shown that they have made a significant investment in 
their people and an ongoing commitment to customer service and support.  In addition to extensive 
Fabrication (CADmep, CAMduct and ESTmep) and Construction (BIM 360) software experience, 
D|C|CADD provides a high level of expertise and support to customers in the architecture, engineering, 
infrastructure and manufacturing industries. 
 
“We’ve steadily grown over the last 26 years to work with customers in Austin, Dallas-Ft Worth and 
San Antonio. It was a logical decision to extend our presence into another major Texas city,” 
commented Doug Wietbrock, President of D|C|CADD. “As Autodesk continues to expand its design 
software offerings into new industries, we’ve found that our ability to deliver high caliber services and 
support is appealing to new customers in new markets. With this, our fifth office location, we now have 
a presence in all four major Texas metropolitan areas and can effectively serve customers throughout 

http://www.dccadd.com/
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Texas.” 
 
The new office is located near Katy Freeway (IH-10) and West Sam Houston Parkway (BW8) at 800 
Town and Country Blvd, Ste 300, Houston, TX 77024. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Delcam Support Training Attracts Record Numbers 
28 June 2013 
 
Delcam is renowned internationally for providing the highest-quality support from its global network of 
subsidiaries and resellers to all customers for its CADCAM software.  An important part of maintaining 
the quality of this aspect of the company’s business is the series of Technical Sales Partner Meetings 
organised by the company each year in Europe, North America and Asia. 
 
During June, two Meetings were held; one at the company’s Birmingham headquarters and one at 
Delcam North America’s offices in Salt Lake City, which included a visit to the local Haas dealer for 
live demonstrations of the latest machining techniques.  More than 180 engineers attended the events, a 
new record for the company.  Further Meetings are scheduled for India, China and Thailand later in the 
year, when hundreds more engineers will update their skills. 
 
"As machine tools become more and more sophisticated, our customers place ever higher value on the 
expert support we provide,” explained Delcam’s Commercial Director, Bart Simpson.  "I’m sure our 
reputation for outstanding support wins us as much business as the advanced functionality in our range 
of CAM software.  Regular training for our engineers is essential to maintain the quality of our 
services.” 
 
An important part of the Meetings is an introduction for the engineers to new versions of Delcam’s 
software.  Major releases are due to be launched later this year at the EMO exhibition in Hannover, 
where Delcam will have the largest stand of any CAM supplier.  With the largest development team in 
the CAM industry, there is always a wide range of new and enhanced functionality for the engineers to 
learn. 
 
"The reaction from the engineers to the previews of our new releases has been extremely positive,” said 
Mr. Simpson.  "We are confident that these releases will receive a great reception from our customers 
when they are launched later this year.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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IDS Engineering Donates idsDesignTOUCH™ Navisworks® Manage® Plug-In to Stanford 
University 
28 June 2013 
 
IDS Engineering, a subsidiary of Advanced Solutions, Inc., has generously donated 
20 idsDesignTOUCH Autodesk Navisworks Manage Plug-In licenses to the Stanford University Center 
for Integrated Facility Engineering(CIFE). 
 
The idsDesignTOUCH plug-in allows design teams to collaborate using Autodesk Navisworks® 
Manage® on SMART Board® interactive displays. The user interface works with multi-touch finger 
movements as well as the SMART Board pen. 
 
Donating the plug-ins to the Stanford University CIFE helps to further their mission of being the 
"world's premier research center for Virtual Design and Construction of Architecture, Engineering and 
Construction (AEC) industry projects." 
 
Advanced Solutions, Inc. believes in educating the next generation of Architects, Engineers, Contractors 
and Designers with the most innovative technology possible. In support of the CIFE mission, the 
donation of the plug-ins enhances classroom-based virtual design experience for both practitioners and 
students. 
 
Advanced Solutions, Inc. Vice President of Engineering Justin Palmer shared, "In giving back to 
education, we are also providing the CIFE organization with the tools to take them to the next 
level. CIFE is charged with looking at the virtual design and construction industry, while selecting tools 
to enable an efficient workflow for the collaboration portion of the process. We feel that the 
idsDesignTOUCH software is an enabler for seamless collaboration with Autodesk Navisworks Manage 
when using a SMARTBoard user interface." 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

PTC CEO Jim Heppelmann Recognized As a Leading Advocate for STEM Education 
27 June 2013 
 
PTC today announced that its president and CEO Jim Heppelmann has been named a leader among 
corporate executives advocating for an increased focus on science, technology, engineering, and math 
(STEM) in the U.S. education system and elsewhere. The honor comes from STEMconnector, who 
profiled 100 U.S. CEOs who have been actively advancing STEM education throughout their careers, 
industries, and companies. The publication was presented at the US News STEM Solutions Summit in 
Austin, TX. 
 
The selection process included researching over 300 CEOs to collect material in three aspects: 1) the 

http://www.idsdesigntouch.com/products/navisworks-manage-plug-in-for-smart-board
http://cife.stanford.edu/
http://cife.stanford.edu/
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-navisworks-family/overview
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-navisworks-family/overview
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fapps%2Fcorporate-videos%2Fvideo%2FCorporate-Videos%2F-2123317325%2FPTC-Advantage%2F2401892934001&esheet=50660690&newsitemid=20130627005162&lan=en-US&anchor=PTC&index=1&md5=e532f9d72910b99d93c973cc588d6a9d
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fcompany%2Fexecutive-team.htm&esheet=50660690&newsitemid=20130627005162&lan=en-US&anchor=Jim+Heppelmann&index=2&md5=139127a71fac9329be0d5c3bda8b494c
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fcompany%2Fcommunity%2Feducation%2Findex.htm&esheet=50660690&newsitemid=20130627005162&lan=en-US&anchor=STEM&index=3&md5=da9590821ea9b2328a5ebdc337e8e98a
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CEO’s background and career; 2) the company’s STEM position within the industry; and 3) the 
company’s specific items and lines of action around STEM. 
 
“This is great recognition for Mr. Heppelmann and PTC’s work around STEM awareness and 
education,” said Linda Noonan, executive director, Massachusetts Business Alliance for Education 
(MBAE). “PTC’s Engineer of the Future program as well as its support for the work we do at MBAE to 
bring about improvements in all schools across the state are a great and appropriate way to ensure more 
students are prepared for STEM-based careers.” 
 
“America was built on innovation and entrepreneurship,” said Jim Heppelmann, president and CEO, 
PTC. “If we want this country to continue to lead in the 21st century, there’s nothing more important 
than getting students passionate about careers in science, technology, engineering and math. It’s an 
honor to be recognized among those who understand this urgency and are promoting STEM education 
and career paths within their organizations.” 
 
STEMconnector CEO Edie Fraser stated, “It is all about CEO commitment. We are collectively 
humbled by the caliber of the entries and salute and congratulate all of those included. We urge all 
readers to review and discuss what you learn understanding the collective action we must all take to 
ensure America’s youth and workforce are equipped with the STEM skills needed to compete in the 
market economy.” 
 
Mr. Heppelmann is a strong believer in the corporate social responsibility approach known as Shared 
Value, where corporations contribute to their communities through vehicles that in return elevate the 
corporation’s value, in effect producing value for both the community and the corporate shareholders. 
PTC’s shared value program, “The Engineer of the Future,” is designed to inspire young people to 
pursue careers in science, technology, engineering and math through programs like FIRST and the Real 
World Design Challenge®. Through these programs, students gain strong career-related experience and 
skills, PTC’s customers benefit as these students pursue STEM educations and enter the workforce as 
qualified employees, and PTC builds important relationships with potential future users of its 
technologies. Mr. Heppelmann is a member of the FIRST Executive Advisory Board and promotes 
STEM education in his discussions with leaders of academia, industry and government. Mr. 
Heppelmann is also a member of the Dean’s Advisory Council at the University of Minnesota College 
of Science and Engineering. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Synergis Solutions Engineers Are Autodesk Certified Instructors 
27 June 2013 
 
Synergis Technologies, Inc. today announced six Solution Engineers are now Autodesk Certified 
Instructors, more than any other reseller in the United States.  The Autodesk Certified Instructors (ACI) 
program provides instructors with the highest level of standards for teaching Autodesk products. An 
Autodesk Certified Instructor status means that the instructor has taken additional training beyond the 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fcompany%2Fcorporate-responsibility%2F&esheet=50660690&newsitemid=20130627005162&lan=en-US&anchor=Shared+Value&index=4&md5=397bb77f8274d033ee149846b7e0c625
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fcompany%2Fcorporate-responsibility%2F&esheet=50660690&newsitemid=20130627005162&lan=en-US&anchor=Shared+Value&index=4&md5=397bb77f8274d033ee149846b7e0c625
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.ptc.com%2Fcompany%2Fcommunity%2Ffirst%2F&esheet=50660690&newsitemid=20130627005162&lan=en-US&anchor=FIRST&index=5&md5=5976f8023f0d0d82dbe2505322a831ca
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/index?siteID=123112&id=11682205
http://usa.autodesk.com/adsk/servlet/index?siteID=123112&id=11682205
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required testing for Professional Certification and can validate the skills, expertise and knowledge in line 
with the workflow and best practices as designed by Autodesk. 
 
The cornerstone of the Autodesk Professional Excellence Program, ACI raises the bar by providing 
premier coaching, mentoring, evaluation, and accreditation services to ensure that only the most highly 
qualified instructors teach Autodesk software. Synergis has six Autodesk Certified Instructors, at least 
one for each of the manufacturing, architectural, and civil engineering solutions for which the 
certification is currently available. 
 
Synergis' Autodesk Certified Instructors are: 

• Jim Law, Project Manager – Revit Architecture 
• Curt Egli, Solutions Engineer – Revit Architecture 
• Robert Baylor, Solutions Engineer – Inventor 
• Robert Reid, Solutions Engineer – Inventor 
• Kevin Spear, Solutions Engineer – AutoCAD Civil 3D 
• Bill McKown, Solutions Engineer – AutoCAD 

 
Each completed a strenuous three-day workshop on the software in their respective field of expertise, 
and Bill is the only AutoCAD Certified Instructor on the East Coast. 
 
"The team's technical and industry expertise are what set Synergis apart and allows us to offer superior 
training that supports our customers' business needs," said Mark Mahovich, Vice President, Professional 
Services and Information Systems, Synergis Technologies.  "Achieving multiple Autodesk industry 
specializations, including Fabrication, Simulation, and PLM, and now becoming Autodesk Certified 
Instructors are necessary steps to ensure we provide customers with the best support and solutions 
available." 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Events News 
Delcam to launch new Turning Options in FeatureCAM at EMO 
24 June 2013 
 
Delcam will launch the 2014 version of its FeatureCAM feature-based CAM software on stand K18 in 
Hall 25, the largest stand of any CADCAM supplier, at the EMO exhibition to be held in Hannover, 
Germany, from 16th to 21st September.  The release includes a number of new options for turning, four-
axis rotary machining and turn-mill operations.  Other enhancements in this release include more 
strategies for two-axis finishing and easier programming of probing sequences. 
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FeatureCAM was the world’s first feature-based programming software when it was launched in 
1995.  Constant development since then has ensured that the system has retained its leadership in 
programming speed and ease of use, while an increased range of strategies has been added to provide 
more efficient toolpaths giving greater productivity on a wider range of machines. 
 
The first improvement to turning in FeatureCAM 2014 gives the ability to add fillets to any sharp 
corners, for example, for automatic deburring, without having to edit the geometry.  The user simply has 
to specify the radius to be applied and all the sharp corners will be filleted automatically.  Similar 
functionality for automated chamfering of corners has been available in FeatureCAM for several years. 
 
Turning simulation has been made more realistic with the ability to program and simulate the 
movements of the steady-rest that can be used to position large parts during turning and the tailstock that 
can be used to hold long parts on centre during machining.  Collision detection against both these types 
of accessory is undertaken automatically during both cutting and transfer operations. 
 
Programming of both turn-mill and four-axis equipment has been made much easier with the ability to 
change the index axis part-way through programming.  Previously, all aspects of the part, including 
features, geometry and curves, would have to be moved if a change in the index axis was 
required.  Now, this can be achieved simply by creating a new user coordinate system and using that as 
the new index axis. 
 
An improvement to the FeatureCAM interface will make it easier to use a curve to define start points 
and plunge points for both turning and milling.  Users can now pick these curves by clicking on them, 
instead of having to type the name of the curve. 
 
The ability to incorporate probing routines into machining programs was added in FeatureCAM 2013 to 
make it easier to undertake unsupervised production operations by allowing automated checks to be 
carried out before, during and after machining.  Programming of these operations has been made easier 
and quicker with the new ability to incorporate decision-making with built-in options in the software, 
instead of having to hand-write toolpath edit commands.  For example, it is now easier to include a re-
machining command if the probing results show that more material needs to be removed from the part. 
 
Finally, a number of extra strategies and options have been added for two-axis finishing.  These include 
the ability to use larger stepovers with automatic machining of any upstands that may be left, continuous 
spiral machining either from outside to inside or inside to outside, support for stock models created from 
roughing toolpaths, and automatic avoidance of clamps. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Social PLM 2013, The Global Virtual Conference in PLM, Engineering and Product Design Is 
Announced 
26 June 2013 
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01consulting is pleased to announce the second Global 3D Virtual PLM Conference, October 1st 
through 3rd, 2013. Unlike traditional events, Social PLM 2013 is an online event: it does not require 
travelling, saves attendees time and increases drastically the outreach across the globe. 
 
Supported by billions of users who contribute to the creation of hundreds of Billions of $ and growing 
fast, Social Media is not just for fun or for work or for socializing, it’s for all of that and more. Despite 
this global unprecedented “Social” phenomena, the rise of Cloud Computing, handling Big Data and 
their accelerated growth, the PLM segment is taking its time to adapt new technology trends and become 
social. As we move ahead, more technologies are becoming available which integrate social 
mechanisms, favor quasi real time collaboration, enable Cloud based PLM, deal with Big Data and 
handle some of the old concerns such as security. Best PLM practices are also taking into account these 
new technologies and processes for more adapted implementations of Design,  Analysis, Manufacturing, 
EDA, Collaboration, PDM and workflow, increasing productivity and ROI, shortening the cycles and 
facilitating creativity. 
  
Last year speakers and presenters included representatives from: IDC, CIMdata, Ansys, Autodesk, 
Dassault Systemes, Dexma, ESI-Group, PTC, Siemens-PLM. For Social PLM 2013, speakers and 
presenters are being confirmed now and will be announced in the coming weeks. 
 
Attendance is free of charge, but requires registration http://social-plm.com/register/. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Financial News 
aPriori Accelerates Growth with Record FY'13 
27 June 2013 
 
aPriori, a provider of enterprise product cost management software solutions, today announced record 
results for its 2013 fiscal year completed April 30, 2013. The company reported new highs in revenues, 
bookings, numbers of new customers and recurring revenues. The growth was fueled by strong 
performance in Europe; continued penetration in automotive, high tech, energy, industrial equipment 
and transportation; the expansion of existing North American and European customer deployments, as 
well as new capabilities in its late 2012 software release. 
 
Important milestones for the company in FY 2013 include: 

• Revenues grew 84% year over year 
• Bookings grew 48% year over year 
• International revenues grew 367% year over year 
• Existing customers renewed at a rate of 90% - for the 5th consecutive year 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://social-plm.com/speakers/
http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://social-plm.com/register/
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• New customers in all geographies drove a 62% expansion of the customer base. 
 
aPriori’s product cost management software leverages computer-aided design and intelligent cost 
models to quickly and automatically generate detailed manufacturing analysis and cost estimates and to 
quantify the impact of changes to product design, materials, manufacturing processes, volumes and 
location in real time. The software also enables users to leverage product cost data hosted in other 
critical enterprise applications to communicate product cost information between all functional 
organizations involved in product definition and delivery. This includes the import of complex 
engineering Bills of Materials (BOMs) from ERP, PLM or other enterprise applications. 
 
“We’re seeing manufacturers take a more systematic, enterprise-wide view as they look at new 
opportunities to drive product profitability and accelerate cycle times,” said Stephanie Feraday, aPriori’s 
president and chief executive officer. “aPriori is particularly well positioned to help them do that. Our 
users can integrate and leverage important information from their other enterprise applications to 
support cost tracking in new product development, evaluate product design alternatives at the functional 
group or complete product level, and understand the cost implications of different tradeoff decisions. As 
a result, they are multiplying the impact and ROI of their cost management efforts.”  
 
To view an unabridged version of this press release, visit: http://www.apriori.com/0e9d58a5-21ee-4319-
8d6f-e507035c3a2a/news-press-release-detail.htm  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Implementation Investments 
Loving Last-Minute Larry: Flexible 3D Plant Design  
26 June 2013 
 
Martin Tompkins, Senior Mechanical Designer at WSP CEL, designs process plants.  He knows that it’s 
a client’s privilege to change their mind, often at the last minute. He recently explained how large-scale 
3D design software keeps his clients happy.  
 
Project Management and Engineering firm WSP CEL designs process plants for pharma, food, chemical 
and energy providers. One of the main demands on its design software is flexibility when plans change. 
“Clients update requirements regularly, often halfway through a project or later,” says Martin. “When 
last-minute requests drop on your desk, 3D plant design software really comes into its own.”  
 
Tackling Process Changes 
Process changes, involving changes in line sizes, valves, pumps or machinery have the most wide-
ranging consequences. “This could mean throwing out entire layouts, changing 30% of the plant. In 
pharma projects, layout changes affect air flow rates and the air handling units, requiring adjustments to 

http://www.apriori.com/0e9d58a5-21ee-4319-8d6f-e507035c3a2a/news-press-release-detail.htm
http://www.apriori.com/0e9d58a5-21ee-4319-8d6f-e507035c3a2a/news-press-release-detail.htm
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ductwork,” says Martin. “Clients have to pay for design changes, so we need to make them as fast as 
possible.”   
 
4x Quicker in 3D 
WSP CEL delivers its projects with CAD Schroer’s MPDS4 Plant Design software. Its interactive, 
catalog-driven 3D design approach allows engineers to quickly lay out complete process installations. 
“We can respond immediately to last-minute changes, even making them in project meetings,” says 
Martin. “In 3D, you only make a change once. All the derived 2D drawings update automatically. With 
2D, you’d have to change multiple drawings: the layouts, different views on detail drawings; the pipe 
isometrics... taking at least 4 times longer, with no way to visualise the result.” 
 
Overview Video: Plant & Factory Design with MPDS4:  
http://www.cad-schroer.com/Software/MPDS4/pk/215 
 
Fast Feasibility, High Quality 
MPDS4’s 3D visualisation delivers fast proofs of concept and effective change communication. “A 
customer recently wanted to change their oil well tree type, which entails surface pipework 
modifications. With MPDS4, it took 2-3 days to prove feasibility and complete the design change. In 2D 
it would have taken 2-3 weeks.” Martin explains, “And with automatic interference checking we can 
avoid any mistakes caused by the rush to make last-minute changes, minimising the risk of ugly 
surprises on-site.”  
 
Not everyone is a Last-minute Larry, but often plant or factory project requirements and priorities shift 
late in the game, no matter how careful the initial scoping. Being armed with flexible 3D engineering 
design software matching a flexible attitude can save huge costs and build customer loyalty.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Tata Technologies Bolsters Fori Automation Investment in Innovation 
27 June 2013 
 
Tata Technologies, a leader in Product Lifecycle Management (PLM) and Engineering Services – and a 
premier Autodesk Gold Partner in Manufacturing with specializations in Autodesk Simulation 360 and 
Consulting – has been endorsed by Fori Automation for its contribution to the company’s investment in 
innovation with Autodesk Product Design Suite, in a recently released Autodesk-produced video. 
 
Fori Automation, a supplier of conveyor systems to the global automotive industry, is headquartered in 
Shelby Township, Mich. with manufacturing facilities in Germany, Korea, India, China and Brazil; as 
well as an additional U.S. facility in Tennessee. 
 
“Tata Technologies was instrumental in the launch of (Autodesk) Vault, the system security for our 

http://www.cad-schroer.com/Software/MPDS4/pk/215
http://www.tatatechnologies.com/autodesk/
http://www.autodesk.com/pr-psp
http://www.autodesk.com/products/autodesk-360/overview
http://www.autodesk.com/suites/product-design-suite/overview
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CAD files,” added Paul Doan, Fori Automation Director of Engineering. “They worked with us very 
closely to load our files, teach us how it works, and in the follow-up.”  
 
“Product Design Suite implementation has been critical to the transformation of (our) products from one 
industry to another,” said Paul Meloche, Fori Automation Vice President – Sales; “Tata Technologies 
has been a valued partner to Fori Automation in the implementation of the full Product Design Suite.” 
 
To view the full 4 minute Fori Automation/Tata Technologies video, click here , or visit the Tata 
Technologies Channel on YouTube at:  www.youtube.com/user/tatatechnologies 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

VISI Turbo-Charges Stamping Tool Production  
24 June 2013 
 
An important part of a German subcontractor’s success is its in-house tool production. Kleiner 
Stanztechnik GmbH produces more than 60 highly complex progressive forming tools a year. And since 
switching to VISI for 3D tool design, Kleiner now has an integrated process chain based on 3D data, 
covering everything from quotations, through to design and NC programming. 
 
Combining extensive experience of high-performance stamping tools and precision stampings with new 
technologies and developments, Kleiner manufactures parts for the automotive, plastics, electrical, 
medical technology and electronics industries. Kleiner operate Bruderer and Haulick & Ross presses 
running up to 1,200 strokes per minute, and can process strips with a width of up to 320 mm and a 
thickness of 0.06 to 4 mm on 38 hydraulic presses with a pressing force of up to 250 tonnes. The product 
portfolio extends from micro-stampings to populated lead frames, which replace the commonly used 
printed circuit board. An example of their expertise in complex precision stamped parts are snap domes 
with spots of gold for buttons and switches. The small amount of gold used by the spot galvanisation 
delivers an immediate cost saving.  
 
In the field of renewable energy and electric mobility, Kleiner offers solutions for high current 
contacting of hybrid and electric vehicles’ photovoltaic systems. A recent example of this is plug 
coupling for charging electric cars, in which Kleiner designed and manufactured electrical contact 
elements in the signal and high voltage areas. This included replacing the plug connectors, originally 
designed as turned copper components, with stamped parts. 
 
As well as the electrical and insulation design, the challenge had been to optimise the geometry of the 
parts in such a way that they could be produced easily with a progressive tool, which Kleiner also design 
and manufacture. “We design new projects exclusively in 3D using VISI, which is tailor-made for our 
type of work,” says Head of Design Ego Kugele.  
 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=iUSjX58Eg5o&list=UUdzPkuYChRjj7f7yTNZCWcQ
http://www.youtube.com/user/tatatechnologies
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Around three years ago an increasing workload prompted them to improve on their existing system for 
faster tool design. That, coupled with the fact that they needed a more advanced system to handle circuit 
boards and functions for the strip layout, meant that design switched exclusively to 3D, through VISI. 
“We originally trialled a fully parametric system, but the system constraints were not very suitable for 
efficient tool design. We subsequently trialled VISI and were immediately comfortable with the design 
process, not just because it's extremely easy to use, but because the special modules for stamping tool 
design were already well established in the market and the software gave an impression of being well-
engineered,” explains Ego Kugele. 
 
The company which is based in Pforzheim, Germany, now has VISI Modelling and the cutting and 
stamping tool module VISI Progress, for processing, strip layout and tool construction, installed on 14 
workstations in the design department, along with one other workstation used for quotations. There are 
three further VISI Machining installations in the production department for programming the milling 
machines. 
 
Once the tool design is complete, manufacturing begins with all programs created using VISI Machining 
(with the addition of VISI-PEPS Wire for 2 and 4 axes planned for later in 2013) for the Agie and Hurco 
CNC machines. A third VISI Machining workstation is used to drive a high speed Röders machine 
dedicated to hard milling and the manufacture of copper electrodes. The CAM operator prepares all NC 
programs offline so the machine can be used to produce multiple jobs at the same time. And since the 
same CAD model is used in VISI for design and NC programming, integration and interoperability of 
the data is always guaranteed. 
 
Two VISI workstations include the automatic feature recognition module, Compass Technology for 
processing and automatically applying approved, company standard toolpath data to common geometric 
features such as multi-depth holes and open and closed pockets. The introduction of Compass 
Technology has dramatically reduced the programming time by more than 60% for certain 2D and 2.5D 
milling tasks on complex bolster sets.  
 
Concluding, Frank Chojinski, a member of the Management Board, says: “We are continuously 
investing in our staff, in new technology and in optimising our processes. We deliberately focus on high 
innovative stamping technology, together with the tools required for it.” And he says that with VISI, the 
more delicate and complex the job, the more they like it. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

ZW3D Helps CONCEPT NUM Stay Competitive in Manufacturing 
26 June 2013 
 
ZWSOFT announced that CONCEPT NUM has selected ZW3D Premium because of its capabilities in 
format compatibility and machining tool path, as well as its favorable price. With ZW3D, CONCEPT 
can increase productivity, improve quality and deliver new designs more quickly, by combining their 
craft skills and creativity with the power and precision of computer-aided manufacturing. 

http://www.zwsoft.com/
http://www.zwsoft.com/products/zw3d.html
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CONCEPT NUM, a French mold design and manufacturing company aiming at providing high-quality 
products and timely, dependable services, keeps improving the production craft and technique to 
maintain their competitive edge in the manufacturing industry. 
 
The Need 
In order to seamlessly open design files from different clients, CONCEPT highly values format 
compatibility. Whether design software can run different file formats without any data loss will directly 
influence the design quality and efficiency. In addition, CONCEPT needs CAM functions such as 
flexible simulation and optimized tool path to ensure higher accuracy during manufacturing. However, 
most of the CAM features are advanced tools of 3D design software, which they have to pay extra 
charges to use. CONCEPT admitted that it was hard to find 3D CAD and CAM software of high quality 
at an appropriate price for their company 
 
The Solution 
After comparison of CAD and CAM solutions in the French market, ZW3D and AGP-solutions, the 
value-added reseller of ZW3D in France, were selected for the software performance and satisfying 
customer service. ZW3D can read and edit 3D models from CATIA, NX, SolidWorks, and Inventor, 
allowing CONCEPT to flexibly handle files in multiple formats without loss of software performance or 
data quality.  
 
Besides, ZW3D provides a comprehensive set of tools to help users address a variety of workflow needs, 
from design, visualization to simulation. Now CONCEPT can digitally preview and interact with the 
model at a 360-degree view of the action. Optimized tool paths in ZW3D are calculated to provide more 
efficient machining by introducing progressive machining strategies for high-speed machining to ensure 
increased productivity and a maximum tool life. “ZW3D helps us reduce costs of manufacturing and 
recovery thanks to the optimized machining tool path,” said Mr. Serge VILLEVIEILLE, Manager of 
CONCEPT NUM. 
 
ZW3D features high-level functionalities such as optimized tool path and hybrid modeling, but the price 
is much lower than those of similar products. With a more favorable price, ZW3D helps CONCEPT stay 
competitive in the French market and increase orders from customers. "ZW3D is the best solution where 
we found a balance between CAD and CAM to fit our needs,” Mr. Serge VILLEVIEILLE added. “And 
we enjoyed the continuous evolutions of ZW3D as well as the high-quality service provided by AGP-
Solutions.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Product News 
Ally PLM Solutions Inc adds CAMWorks for Solid Edge to its Collection 
25 June 2013 

http://www.agp-s.com/
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CAMWorks for Solid Edge is the only feature-based CAM product on the market that leverages 
synchronous technology, enabling the user to make “on demand” manufacturing design changes to any 
CAD model. One can automate workflows with easy-to-use associate NC Programming technology to 
accelerate programming time up to 90%. 
 
CAMWorks for Solid Edge is an embedded CAM program that is fully integrated with Solid Edge, and 
provides the user with benefits like reduced programming time from hours to minutes using automatic 
feature recognition in conjunction with knowledge base, lower cost of ownership with ease-of-use and a 
short learning curve, reduced turnaround time with automatic regeneration of toolpath for rapid ‘on the 
fly’ manufacturing design changes to any CAD model, and the ability to retain and standardize 
manufacturing best practices by leveraging automatic feature recognition and assigning appropriate 
machining strategy using a proprietary Technology Database. 
 
CAMWorks is an intuitive featured based CAM solution assisting manufacturers to increase 
productivity and profits by utilizing best-in-class technologies and adaptable automation tools to 
maximize machining efficiencies with ease. Even if the user is not a CAM expert, they can learn the user 
interface quickly and create good tool paths with just a small amount of training. CAMWorks will 
recognize geometry using patented feature recognition technology and produce tool paths automatically 
based on the Technology Database (TechDB™). 
 
The Technology Database is fully customizable, easy to navigate, contains information defining what 
strategies, tools, speeds/feeds. based on selected geometry, a means to capture and reuse machining best-
practices of an organization, and efficient in automation of NC programming from database. 
 
VoluMill is fully integrated into CAMWorks, making it simple to learn and easy to use. VoluMill 
produces an ultra-high performance toolpath designed for High Speed Machining applications: 2-axis 
and 3-axis rough milling tasks. VoluMill makes dynamic adjustments to the axial depth of cut and feed 
rate to stay inside the pre-determined rate of material removal. VoluMill has been proven to quadruple 
Milling cutter life while operating safely at great feeds and speeds than recommended by cutter 
manufacturers. VoluMill designs a path to increase overall path length with these techniques. VoluMill 
address four traditional toolpath problem areas with initial full cut into material, stepping over in-
between cuts, feeding into new areas of parts and overloading in corners. 
 
CAMWorks for Solid Edge’s key to faster time-to-market are identifying features by using patented, 
Automated Feature Recognition from CAMWorks, Apply Machining Best Practices: Use Knowledge 
Based Machining to leverage in-house machining knowledge, and Automatically Adjust to Design 
Changes: Fully associative toolpaths update automatically to design changes. 
 
CAMWorks for Solid Edge will allow the user to increase quality while reducing scrap, tooling costs, 
programming and overall lead time. The user will find it worthwhile to learn and powerful when 
learned. No one else compares to the speed of their Knowledge Based Machining/Synchronous 

http://www.allyplm.com/camworks
http://www.allyplm.com/
http://geometricglobal.com/solutions-and-services/cadcam-cae-solutions/
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Technology power combination. Check out the world’s first embedded CAM system for Solid Edge. 
 
There will be a webinar on CAMWorks for Solid Edge: Intelligent Machining through Automation.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Altair Releases Complete Powertrain Analysis Solution for Faster Development 
26 June 2013 
 
Altair today announced the release of an upgraded technology package that brings together all the tools 
that engineers require for the complete design and analysis of vehicle powertrains.  
 
Altair revealed that SimLab 12.0, a software tool created specifically as a pre-processor for detailed 
computer models of complex powertrains, has been released as part of HyperWorks 12.0, Altair's 
popular suite of computer-aided engineering software. Because it now is integrated into HyperWorks, 
SimLab can be run with the same HyperWorks Units that designers and engineers use for all the other 
HyperWorks simulation tools, making it more accessible and cost-efficient than ever before. 
 
The auto industry can use SimLab for powertrain modeling and setup, along with OptiStruct 12.0 for 
powertrain analysis and optimization. SimLab represents a significant addition to the HyperWorks 
solution for powertrain structural analysis. SimLab's role in simulation preparation includes feature- 
based solid meshing for structures like the engine crankcase and cylinder head and the setup of 
simulation loads and boundary conditions. With SimLab 12.0, meshes require no manual cleanup—
perfectly clean meshes are generated automatically.  
 
Overall, SimLab 12.0 can provide a 30 percent improvement in meshing and substantial improvements 
in setting up large finite element models. 
 
OptiStruct's powerful solver is the market leader for structural design optimization, helping the industry 
develop innovative, lightweight and structurally efficient designs by analyzing and optimizing strength, 
durability and noise/vibration/harshness (NVH) performance. 
 
These tools are supplemented by such HyperWorks solutions as HyperMesh for shell and simple solid 
meshing and setup; morph mesh for rapid design iteration and optimization; AcuSolve for thermal and 
computational fluid dynamics analysis (CFD); the RADIOSS solver for crash impact; and HyperView 
for viewing results contours, animations and plotting, as well as advanced NVH diagnostics. 
 
"With the latest HyperWorks technologies, Altair now offers a completely integrated and automated 
process for powertrain simulation," said David Mason, Altair Vice President, Global Automotive. 
"HyperWorks furnishes a single-solver format for analysis of NVH, structures and durability, employing 
multiphysics coupling for increased accuracy along with advanced optimization capabilities. The result 

http://www4.gotomeeting.com/register/675573959
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9Qcm9kdWN0LDUzLFNpbUxhYi5hc3B4
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9odzEyLw%3D%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9IV1RlbXAzUHJvZHVjdC5hc3B4P3Byb2R1%0AY3RfaWQ9MTkmaXRlbV9uYW1lPU5ldyUyMEZlYXR1cmVz
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9Qcm9kdWN0LDcsSHlwZXJNZXNoLmFzcHg%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9Qcm9kdWN0LDU0LEFjdVNvbHZlLmFzcHg%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9Qcm9kdWN0LDUxLFJBRElPU1MuYXNweA%3D%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJoeXBlcndvcmtzLmNvbS9Qcm9kdWN0LDExLEh5cGVyVmlldy5hc3B4%0A
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is a faster and more reliable powertrain simulation process." 
 
SimLab's incorporation within the HyperWorks Units licensing model brings to all Altair powertrain 
customers a very comprehensive solution for meshing of complex solid models. Additionally, SimLab 
can be used for some very powertrain-specific post-processing use cases, such as analysis of cylinder 
bore distortion from heat and pressure and results mapping for CFD and thermal analysis.  
 
On the analysis and optimization side, OptiStruct can be used to perform durability or noise and 
vibrations analysis and apply advanced numerical optimization technologies to improve the design. In 
order to do this, OptiStruct has been advanced with a number of specific features, including gasket 
elements, an accurate and robust contact formulation, plasticity enhancements and a thermal analysis 
sequence.  
 
Examples of the application of Altair technologies and tools for powertrain simulation will be presented 
by Dr. Takeshi Abe, Technical Fellow for Powertrain NVH at Ford Motor Company, at the 2013 Japan 
Altair Technology Conference on June 27-28 in Tokyo. Dr. Abe will describe the value of Altair's 
integrated powertrain simulation technologies, addressing the conference on the topic of utilizing 
CAE/hybrid engineering for Ford advanced powertrain NVH development. 
 
To learn more about SimLab, OptiStruct and the other products included in HyperWorks 12.0, please 
visit www.altairhyperworks.com/hw12  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Bentley Systems Announces Immediate Availability of Bentley Utilities Designer for Streamlining the 
Design and Management of Electric, Gas, Water, and Wastewater Utility Networks 
27 June 2013 
 
Bentley Systems, Incorporated, today announced the immediate availability of Bentley Utilities 
Designer, a comprehensive application for the streamlined design and management of electric, gas, 
water, and wastewater utility networks. The new software advances the building information modeling 
(BIM) objectives of faster/earlier design decisions and the creation of better-performing, intelligent 
utility infrastructure through the use of information modeling. It also lowers total cost of ownership by 
consolidating design and management into a single license and application, simplifying training, 
deployment, maintenance, and integration with enterprise work management systems. Efficiency gains 
are even greater for multi-utilities – for example, those providing both electric and gas services or water 
and wastewater services – that are currently using separate design applications. 
 
Richard Zambuni, Bentley global marketing director, geospatial and utilities, said, “With Bentley 
Utilities Designer, utility owner-operators can reap the many BIM benefits that provide competitive 
advantage in the marketplace and result in increased returns on investment. This powerful application, 

http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJodGMuY29tL1BhZ2UuYXNweD9yZWdpb249amFwYW4mbmFtZT02JWU2%0AJTljJTg4MjglZTYlOTclYTUrJWU1JTlmJWJhJWU4JWFhJWJmJWU4JWFjJTliJWU2JWJjJTk0
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJodGMuY29tLw%3D%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7490465&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5hbHRhaXJodGMuY29tLw%3D%3D
http://www.altairhyperworks.com/hw12
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Utilities+Designer/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Utilities+Designer/
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which includes the functionality of both MicroStation and Bentley Map, accelerates brownfield and 
greenfield layout by enabling designers to more quickly achieve the precision and quality they require, 
increasing productivity. At the same time, it shortens design cycles and results in faster project 
deliveries by enabling rapid cost-based refinements during design while minimizing review and 
approval delays.” 
 
Commenting on the new release, Krist Wong, project director, Global Technology Integrator (GTI), a 
GIS consultant in Hong Kong, said, “Global Technology Integrator selected Bentley Utilities 
Designer to replace existing legacy GISs for the Drainage Services Department of the Hong Kong 
Special Administrative Region (DSD). Bentley Utilities Designer proved to be the best choice as it 
provides a robust and configurable GIS platform with a drafting environment with which 
DSD MicroStation users are very familiar. GTI anticipates that the tool will improve DSD operations 
efficiency by increasing productivity and reducing software overhead.” 
 
Juan Miguel, general manager, Aguas de Cádiz, S.A., the water supply utility in Cádiz, Spain, said, 
“We’ve been looking forward to the release of Bentley Utilities Designer, a product that will help us 
manage our network in an efficient way. We expect Bentley Utilities Designer to become part of our 
non-revenue water/leakage reduction program as our central repository of network information, 
supporting the district metered area definition process and taking advantage of full integration with our 
water modeling technology, Bentley’s WaterGEMS.” 
 
Ronald J. McLeroy, PE, manager of technical services, Huntsville Utilities, a public utility in Huntsville, 
Ala., U.S.A., said, “Bentley Utilities Designer will greatly reduce the complexity of our Bentley 
software installations and investments, allowing us to more cost-effectively and efficiently maintain and 
administer the capabilities required for electric, gas, and water engineering design, installation, and 
mapping operations.” 
 
Key advantages and features of Bentley Utilities Designer include: 

• the time and cost savings that result from easy integration with commonly deployed enterprise 
GIS systems; 

• more efficient design capability through built-in access to the power, precision, productivity, and 
intelligence of MicroStation, the unrivaled information modeling environment for infrastructure 
professionals; 

• the elimination of time-consuming, open-loop processes for cost estimation and review through 
the provision of on-the-fly cost estimation for each design decision and configurable design 
workflow management; 

• the option of consolidating network design and management into a single application for reduced 
software complexity and costs through the software’s built-in utility-specific GIS based on the 
industry-proven Bentley Map platform; 

• the ability to efficiently manage work requests and designs in stand-alone mode or via seamless 
integration with a variety of enterprise work management systems through the software’s fully 
configurable workflow engine; 

http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/MicroStation+Product+Line/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/Bentley+Map/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/WaterGEMS/
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• increased productivity, accelerated projects, and reduced risk through the software’s 
intraoperability with ProjectWise, Bentley’s system of collaboration servers and services that 
enables utility owner-operators to improve the quality, reuse, and auditing of design and 
construction information; 

• rich and reliable information exchange with field personnel through the ability to publish project 
drawings and utility network maps as i-models that can be reviewed on mobile devices 
using Bentley Map Mobile. 

 
For additional information about Bentley Utilities Designer, visitwww.bentley.com/streamlined+utility.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Bricsys Announces Version 3 of RhinoWorks, giving Rhino Users Parametric Control over their 3D 
Models 
27 June 2013 
 
Bricsys, a global provider of dwg engineering design software brought to market under the BricsCAD® 
brand, released V3 of RhinoWorks, a plug-in for Rhinoceros®, bringing constraints-based parametric 
design to the popular freeform modeling tool from Robert McNeel & Associates.   
 
V3 of the plug-in adds support for Rhino 5 for the Windows environment and comes with different 
installers for 32-bit and 64-bit versions. The plug-in now also provides automatic conversion of Rhino 5 
‘extrusion’ objects to polysurfaces upon constraints creation. 
 
“Smoothly integrated in the Rhino environment, RhinoWorks allows designers to edit many kinds of 
solid, surface, and wireframe models parametrically – independent of the history of their creation, 
including geometry imported from other CAD systems,” said Dmitry Ushakov, CEO Bricsys 
Technologies Russia. “It gives them full control over design intent through the application of geometric 
and dimensional constraints, which significantly increases the productivity when designs change.” 
 
Based on the most recent version of the Bricsys LGS 3D Geometric Solver and its integration module 
for boundary representation, RhinoWorks V3 comes with substantially increased performance, in 
particular for models containing cylindrical, toroidal and spherical fillets. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

CAD/CAM Connect Launches Online CAD Training For Engineers and Manufacturers 
26 June 2013 
 
CAD/CAM Connect has added three top online CAD training providers to its manufacturing and 
engineering community. SolidProfessor offers SolidWorks online self-paced CAD training courses. 

http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/ProjectWise+Project+Team+Collaboration/
http://www.bentley.com/en-US/Products/imodel/
http://www.bentley.com/streamlined+utility
http://www.bricsys.com/en_INTL/developers/components
http://cadcamconnect.com/category/CAD-training-courseware/
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CADLearning boasts one of the largest libraries of Autodesk online classes in the industry. i GET IT 
offers courses on CATIA, most Autodesk products including AutoCAD and Inventor, as well as 
SolidWorks, Teamcenter, Siemens NX, Vehicle Design, Plastic Part Design, Mold Design, GD&T and 
more. 
 
“It’s often difficult for companies to get teams of people out of the office for training," says Ken Wilson, 
Founder and CEO of CAD/CAM Connect. "These suppliers give our clients and prospects one place to 
go for 24/7 access to online training on some of the top mechanical CAD packages in the industry. They 
can address the learning needs of individuals and organizations in a wide variety of markets.” 
 
CAD Resellers typically provide training on behalf of the one vendor they represent. Yet, at CAD/CAM 
Connect.com, visitors will find a variety of manufacturing products and services addressing multiple 
disciplines covering the entire design to manufacturing workflow process. “This aligns with our mission 
of giving people choices, since business requirements, budgets and goals are different for every 
company, " said Wilson. 
 
“As we continue to partner with these top products, suppliers and industry experts, we’re constantly 
working to make CAD/CAM Connect the ultimate online destination for mechanical engineers, 
machinists and design professionals. It's one place where they can go to research and get advice to help 
them make the best purchasing decisions possible,” said Wilson. 
 
For more information call Ken Wilson at 512-773-1521 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Centric Software Introduces Factory Audit Mobile App 
26 June 2013 
 
Companies in the retail, apparel, footwear, luxury and consumer goods industries can make the onsite 
vendor compliance audit process faster, easier, more accurate and more productive with the new Factory 
Audit Mobile App for Centric 8 from Centric Software, Inc. 
 
The latest mobile app for Centric 8 product lifecycle management (PLM) software offers an easy-to-use 
application for conducting and documenting onsite factory audits with any iOS-enabled mobile device. 
The app can link audit information to the vendor scorecards in Centric 8 PLM for retail, apparel, 
footwear, luxury and consumer goods, where it becomes available to both brand owners and suppliers. 
 
The Factory Audit Mobile App for Centric 8 is essential to help companies ensure that they address 
government, social and contractual regulations, document compliance and mitigate risk. The app lets 
auditors capture compliance findings data on the spot as they conduct assessments, enter ratings for each 

http://cadcamconnect.com/
http://cadcamconnect.com/
http://centricsoftware.com/Solutions/Overview.aspx
http://centricsoftware.com/Industries/Overview.aspx
http://centricsoftware.com/Industries/Overview.aspx
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category, and document specific compliance issues such as safety, age, discrimination, wage or 
harassment. 
 
“During Centric’s recent Customer Advisory Board meeting, supply chain managers spoke passionately 
about the difficulties and risks associated with today’s complex compliance environment,” says Chris 
Groves, Centric’s president and CEO. “Those customers viewed demos of the app with tremendous 
enthusiasm, and have helped shape it to provide the maximum benefit to their audit processes.” 
 
Brand owners can use pre-defined, pre-installed audit templates or configure their own templates. 
Auditors—whether direct staff or third-party—can respond to audit questions in writing, by recording 
comments using the device’s microphone, or by capturing and storing photos with the audit results using 
the device’s camera. Audits feature a conclusion that summarizes findings for review with factory 
managers. The device’s touchpad is used to capture required signatures. GPS location data verifies the 
audit location. 
 
All findings can save to vendor scorecards in the Centric 8 PLM system. If an auditor is working at a 
remote site without Internet connectivity, he or she can save findings on the mobile device and upload to 
the Centric PLM system when Internet connectivity is available. 
 
Working within the Centric 8 PLM suite, companies can easily track and compare supplier performance 
and the global audit process. Auditors and factory managers can review and monitor progress and 
performance. Suppliers can see actionable items to improve ratings. Management can use the 
information in supplier negotiations and sourcing decisions for collections in development. Since the 
PLM system keeps audit reports and scores, companies can easily use them in future vendor selection 
processes, or to document performance for regulatory reporting purposes. 
 
The Factory Audit Mobile App is the latest mobile app for Centric 8 PLM from Centric. Others include: 
Capture It for iPhone App, allowing capture and upload of photos directly to the Centric 8 PLM system 
for instant review, mark-up and analysis; Collection Book iPad App, directly linking a collection of 
styles from a PLM system to customers through an interactive mobile device; and Sample Review 
Mobile App, providing quick view and edit functions. 
 
“The Factory Audit Mobile App gives brand owners, and their suppliers, an important tool to help 
develop their relationships, and assure that they fully comply with government, social and contractual 
regulations,” says Groves. “The broadening portfolio of Centric PLM mobile apps is another step toward 
assuring that Centric continues to be the most innovative provider of PLM solutions for retail, apparel, 
footwear, luxury and consumer goods makers.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Collier Research’s Latest Version of HyperSizer Software Takes a Whole New Approach to 
Composites Optimization 
26 June 2013 
 
Collier Research Corporation’s newly released Version 6.4.5 of HyperSizer composite structural 
analysis and optimization software not only runs much faster, it’s now based on a reconfigured core 
technology with built-in “intelligence” that produces more accurate answers with less user input. 
 
“We’ve developed a completely different approach that will make the general engineer’s job easier 
while providing reliable results much faster than before,” says Collier Research president and founder 
Craig Collier. “The software requires less input from the user to set up an optimization of, say, an 
aerospace structural component or a wind turbine blade. It looks at load magnitude and from there is 
able to configure itself automatically to do a pre-setup of the proper optimization parameters.  This gives 
the engineer consistent, reliable results regardless of their expertise level.” 
 
The analysis engine of v6.4.5 takes advantage of today’s high-performance computing technology to 
speed up runs by 200 to 400% across the board.  Optional quick sizing and variable tuning capabilities 
are as much as 1000 times faster. 
 
The new version now supports nonlinear and dynamic load stepping Abaqus and Nastran FEA solutions. 
For the wind industry, weight/cost optimization has also been added to enable engineers to include the 
effects of material choices on tools, labor, facilities, etc., when studying tradeoffs between carbon fiber 
and fiberglass.  For a full list of HyperSizer capabilities click 
here: http://hypersizer.com/support/version-history.php. 
 
“Today, many industries use composites,” says Collier. “You read a lot about failure prediction and test 
certification, but I believe the fundamental issue has more to do with designing structures properly in the 
first place.  
 
“For many engineers, a working knowledge of composite design and optimization will be an essential 
requirement for future product development,” he adds.  “If you really want organizations to be 
successful implementing composites, we’re going to have to start making the process less 
complicated.  This latest version of HyperSizer software is an important step in that direction.” 
 
The first-ever software commercialized out of NASA, HyperSizer is the flagship product of Collier 
Research Corporation.  HyperSizer provides stress analysis and sizing optimization, reducing the weight 
of aircraft, space vehicles, wind turbine blades and other structures, whether designed with composite or 
metallic materials. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Cortona3D Launches RapidAuthor Integration to SolidEdge 
27 June 2013 
 
Cortona3D announces the release of their new SolidEdge Integration. Available in RapidAuthor v7.0, 
this latest integration allows SolidEdge users to generate Parts Catalogs, Manuals or Assembly Work 
Instructions at the push of a button. 
 
Cortona3D’s RapidAuthor - SolidEdge Integration overcomes the often seen gap between Engineering 
and downstream documentation needs. Engineering Bill-of-Materials and CAD data can now be used 
directly from the SolidEdge session to quickly create traditional PDF type documents or fully-interactive 
3D content to be delivered via the web or to mobile devices.  The documentation content is managed 
alongside the Engineering information, then as Engineering or Design changes are made, the 
documentation can be automatically updated. 
 
”The Cortona3D SolidEdge integration is our latest productivity improvement in our goal to re-engineer 
the documentation process. As with our other integrations to PLM and CAD systems, our customers will 
likely see a 70-80% improvement in authoring and updating of product documentation.” Says Connell 
Gallagher, President of Cortona3D.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Dassault Systèmes Introduces a New Industry Solution Experience: “Licensed to Cure for 
BioPharma” 
27 June 2013 
 
Dassault Systèmes announced today the launch of a new industry solution experience for pharmaceutical 
and biotech companies, “Licensed to Cure for BioPharma.” Based on Dassault Systèmes’ 
3DEXPERIENCE platform, the new solution transforms the way biotech and pharmaceutical companies 
manage product and process complexity by smoothing drug variation, enabling easier and faster 
expansion into new markets, all while managing increasing regulatory requirements. 
 
In an environment of expiring patents, more stringent regulations and increased development costs, 
companies are increasingly turning to drug variations to drive growth. With one active pharmaceutical 
ingredient yielding as many as 1,000 finished products, a biopharmaceutical company must have a 
business platform that not only manages product knowledge complexity, but also simultaneously drives 
collaboration, innovation, and compliancy.  
 
“Licensed to Cure for BioPharma” boosts compliance strategies and creates a structured approach to 
manage product and process complexity, resulting in faster delivery of product variations to new 
markets. With the holistic view of all product-related information, pharmaceutical executives can 
analyze changes independently of their organizational origins in order to make fully informed decisions 
in strategic context. It results in global operational efficiency improvement, including maximizing 
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supply chain opportunities, and enforcing efficient and compliant execution. 
 
“The pharmaceutical industry is facing significant pressure to perform and deliver new therapies that 
provide strong returns both financially and efficaciously. When dealing with product variants, 
companies are typically resistant to change given the regulatory implications and significant potential 
added cost. The ability to visualize a comprehensive holistic view of the full product portfolio is 
incredibly valuable. Systematically analyzing the likely impact of proposed changes prior to investing 
time and money, has the potential to deliver valuable insights to management that aren't available 
today,” said Alan Louie, Ph.D., Research Director, IDC Health Insights. “This approach to product 
management is much more than just expanded traditional information management. It is a cross-industry 
best practice that requires full organizational buy-in starting at the CEO and extending all the way to the 
lab bench." 
 
“A key to managing extreme product and process complexity in the highly regulated drug industry is 
having a real-time, holistic view of product and process business change impacts and possible 
alternatives.  That comprehensive view of a biopharma company’s current and past knowledge allows it 
to effectively introduce collaborative secured innovations,” said Monica Menghini, Executive Vice 
President, Industry and Marketing, Dassault Systèmes.  “In the end, successful innovation and well-
managed product and process complexity means faster drug introductions to more markets, therefore 
ultimately contributing an enhanced patient experience.” 
 
To learn more about all of Dassault Systèmes’ industry solution experiences for medical device, 
pharmaceutical and biotech companies, including “Licensed to Cure for BioPharma”, please 
visit:http://www.3ds.com/solutions/life-sciences/pharmaceutical-biotech/licensed-to-
cure/ andhttp://www.3ds.com/solutions/life-sciences/overview/. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Designers on Windows and Mac Enjoy a New Level of Control with solidThinking Evolve® 9.5  
25 June 2013 
 
In 2000, solidThinking became the first company to offer industrial designers NURBS-based 3D 
modeling software for both the OS X and Windows operating systems. Since then its user community 
has grown, driven by the value of the software's organic surfacing, construction history, and integrated 
rendering in a single package, coupled with solidThinking's commitment to creating a tool crafted 
specifically to the requirements of designers. Now its latest release of the software, solidThinking 
Evolve 9.5, lets users work in the most natural and unrestricted fashion yet, enabling faster creation of 
complex products. 
 
"solidThinking Evolve has been enhanced with tools to simplify geometry creation and make editing 
more intuitive," says Darren Chilton, Program Manager for solidThinking Evolve. "Plus the unique 
ConstructionTree history feature is now stronger and more elegantly presented. In this release, not only 
have we maintained our ongoing support to users on OS X, but we have also added a new 64-bit 

http://www.3ds.com/solutions/life-sciences/pharmaceutical-biotech/licensed-to-cure/
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Windows version that maximizes efficiency in managing large files." 
 
More details are available at the new solidThinking.com. The website features a large collection of new 
videos including a tour of the user interface, a review of the latest features added for 9.5, and an 
overview of how Evolve fits into the product design process.  
 
Important new features in solidThinking Evolve 9.5 include: 

• Improved Windows Support – New 64-bit Windows support maximizes efficiency in 
managing large files (a 32-bit Windows version is also available).  

• Greater Modeling Control – All new Sweep and Blend Curve tools provide greater modeling 
control and an easier workflow.  

• Superior Geometry Creation and Editing – New selection aids such as pre-highlighting, 
micro-dialogs, and direct hull selection simplify geometry creation and make editing more 
intuitive.  

• Enhanced ConstructionTree –The construction history is now more visually refined and 
robust.  

• Localized Language Support – Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Korean, 
Portuguese and Spanish are now supported.  

 
"solidThinking Evolve is the software I use to design worlds for the films I work on," says top 
Hollywood concept artist Ron Mendell. "When I started working with solidThinking (Evolve) in 2004, 
they had the only viable NURBS modeling software available for a Mac. Today Evolve continues to 
move forward in leaps and bounds, improving upon something I didn't think could get much better." 
 
Mendell continued, "At one time, a huge bulk of my work was building physical models for film and 
television. As they were replaced by full CG (computer generated) elements, I moved my toolset into the 
virtual world. Now, with today's 3D printing technology, those CG elements can quickly become a 
physical model again. The demand for this virtual-to-physical process is becoming commonplace and 
Evolve is my go-to tool for making this happen." 
 
solidThinking Evolve allows industrial designers to develop forms faster, using either a Windows PC or 
Mac. Evolve captures an initial sketch, then allows exploration of styling alternatives and the 
visualization of products with high quality renderings generated in real time. It combines the modeling 
freedom of organic surfaces and the control of parametric solids with a unique ConstructionTree history 
feature. Evolve releases designers from the constraints of engineering-oriented CAD tools, while 
allowing the export of digital models required by others in the product development process. 
 
solidThinking announced the release of solidThinking Inspire® 9.5 last week. Inspire allows design 
engineers, product designers and architects to create and investigate structurally efficient concepts 
quickly and easily. Traditional structural simulations allow engineers to learn if a design will support the 
required loads. Inspire enhances this process by generating a new material layout within a package space 

http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7489411&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5zb2xpZHRoaW5raW5nLmNvbS8%3D
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7489411&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5yb25tZW5kZWxsLmNvbS9Sb25NZW5kZWxsL1NpdGVzLzAwMl9jb25jZXB0X2Rl%0Ac2lnbi5odG1s
http://globalmessaging2.prnewswire.com/clickthrough/servlet/clickthrough?msg_id=7489411&adr_order=17&url=aHR0cDovL3d3dy5zb2xpZHRoaW5raW5nLmNvbS9Qcm9kdWN0RXhwZXJpZW5jZS5hc3B4P2l0ZW09%0ASW5zcGlyZSUyMEV4cGVyaWVuY2UmY2F0ZWdvcnk9UHJvZHVjdHM%3D
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using the loads as an input. The software is easy to learn and works with existing CAD tools to help 
design structural parts right the first time, reducing costs, development time, material consumption and 
product weight. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Elysium and Aras Partner to Deliver Advanced Multi-CAD Data Translation and Interchange for 
Aras Innovator 
26 June 2013 
 
Aras® today announced that Elysium, a provider of 3D translation and optimization technology, has 
partnered with Aras to deliver advanced multi-CAD data translation and interchange for Aras 
Innovator®. The solution will automate the conversion CAD data to other formats, including CATIA, 
Creo, NX, JT, SolidWorks and others, providing companies that run Aras with embedded functionality 
for CAD data translation, geometry comparison, data optimization and more. 
 
The partnership between Elysium and Aras is the result of joint recognition of global enterprises’ 
growing need to improve 3D data interoperability and collaboration. The joint solution will provide 
powerful, next generation PLM capabilities for global product development. These capabilities are 
especially important for businesses that operate a global multi-CAD environment with complex products 
that rely on high end 3D CAD systems which produce large assemblies. 
 
“By embedding Elysium’s CAD translation technology in the Aras PLM platform, companies will be 
able to overcome interoperability issues and streamline data import to eliminate rework,” said Masahiko 
Hisatsugu, President of Aras Japan. “Together, Elysium and Aras are making it easier to share and reuse 
critical product information throughout the enterprise and extended supply chain.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Geometric Launches the first CAM Product Fully Embedded within Solid Edge 
26 June 2013 
 
GeometricLimited today introduced CAMWorks® for Solid Edge® software, the first embedded CAM 
solution for the Solid Edge 3D design system from Siemens PLM Software. 
 
CAMWorks for Solid Edge brings proven, state-of-the-art machining capabilities to Solid Edge users. 
Since it is accessible directly in the Solid Edge window, CAMWorks for Solid Edge provides a 
consistent user interface and eliminates time-consuming file transfers. With Geometric’s patented 
Feature Recognition technology running in real-time to capture machined features and automatically 

http://www.geometricglobal.com/
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generate or update the toolpath, manufacturing-driven design changes can be made to any CAD model 
using synchronous technology, a unique capability which combines the speed and flexibility of direct 
modeling with the precise control of dimension driven design. This dramatically streamlines what has 
traditionally been a time-consuming process. The solution also captures the machining strategy in a 
customizable database, TechDB™, thus allowing efficient machining solutions to be reapplied to future 
designs with similar features, further enhancing productivity. 
 
“We are very excited to extend our proven CNC programming solution, CAMWorks, to Solid Edge 
users enabling them to make their manufacturing process leaner and more efficient. Combining feature-
based CNC programming with the strengths of synchronous technology in Solid Edge, provides users 
with a unique CAD-to-CAM software solution,” said Venkatesh Jagannath, Senior Vice President and 
Head of Consulting and Technologies at Geometric. “Our relationship with Siemens PLM Software 
spans more than a decade and this partnership is a testimony to our commitment to continue to introduce 
innovative solutions to the manufacturing community.” 
 
“CAMWorks for Solid Edge is a powerful new addition to the growing Solid Edge ecosystem,” said 
Karsten Newbury, Senior Vice President and General Manager, Mainstream Engineering Software, 
Siemens PLM Software. “Since CAMWorks is embedded within Solid Edge and takes full advantage of 
synchronous technology, users will be able to make rapid ’on-the-fly’ edits to any CAD file in the 
machining environment, with full model-to-tool-path associativity. This provides our customers with a 
tool that is easy-to-use, and enables them to deliver high quality products to market faster and more 
efficiently.” 
 
Dave Ault, owner of Fieldweld and a beta tester for the product, shared his impressions after working 
with the software for a week, “I really like CAMWorks for Solid Edge and I believe this is the last CAM 
system I’ll ever need to learn. This integrated approach is the only way to go and CAMWorks for Solid 
Edge is full of very powerful capabilities. The automatic Feature Recognition makes it easy to assign a 
machining strategy to most parts and individual Feature Recognition covers the rest. The true CAD and 
CAM integration has proven to be capable of associative updating on some pretty serious part changes. 
The capabilities that synchronous technology brings to Solid Edge design, CAMWorks automatic 
Feature Recognition brings to machining, providing for a powerful and complete end-to-end 
manufacturing ecosystem. From design to machining this combination of Solid Edge and CAMWorks 
has significantly reduced the headaches and time spent to produce parts in my shop.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

i GET IT iPad® App 2.0 Enhances iPad for Engineering Users 
25 June 2013 
 
i GET IT, the online self-paced training solution for engineers from Tata Technologies, announced the 
second release of the i GET IT iPad® App, enhancing engineering professionals’ to access the widest 
selection of engineering content ever made available to iPad users. The app is available through the 
Apple App StoreSM. 
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This is another milestone for i GET IT,” said Dan Miles, Vice President iProducts – Tata Technologies, 
commenting on the release of the iPad App 2.0. “Last year, we opened engineering training content for 
iPad users and this release makes that content even more accessible, with the addition of our 
assessments, social logins, and course detail features.” 
 
The i GET IT iPad App allows users to login to their existing i GET IT account and access their personal 
learning path, including their course library for SolidWorks, Autodesk products, Siemens PLM products 
and Dassault Systemes products. Additionally, users can complete assessments and modify their user 
properties and parameters. It also allows new users to sign up for free memberships and experience the 
full range of free courses available in the i GET IT library.  
 
Social media login ability also is a new feature in 2.0. Users may now login to i GET IT or create a new i 
GET IT account, via their Facebook or Twitter accounts; making access easier and more flexible, with a 
more convenient user interface. 
 
“Offering our industry-leading training and knowledge portfolio for engineers via the iPad is part of the 
overall strategy of expanding i GET IT to meet the needs of engineering professionals worldwide,” said 
Miles. “With the growing adoption of the iPad in the business and education environments – we are 
positioned to be leaders in this market.” 
 
Version 2.1 of the i GET IT iPad App is set for release in August. It will allow in-app purchases, 
bringing the full knowledge portfolio to a new audience through a single-click purchase. 
 
To download the i GET IT iPad app, free of charge, at the Apple App Store click here.  
 
i GET IT offers engineering professionals in more than 60 countries a full portfolio of courses and 
engineering knowledge, online technical assistance and engineering industry news to support skills 
development and increase productivity. For a video overview of i GET IT, and more information about 
how to access the learning portfolio via iPad, click here.  
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Infor Optiva Simplifies PLM Efficiency  
26 June 2013 
 
Infor, a leading provider of business application software serving more than 70,000 customers, today 
announced Infor Optiva 11, a streamlined approach for product lifecycle management (PLM). Infor 
Optiva enables process manufacturers to make the process more efficient for product development, 
material selection, formulation, and new product introductions. Functional improvements include 

http://itunes.apple.com/us/app/i-get-it/id509580179?mt=8
http://youtu.be/XtDkcNog4cw
http://www.infor.com/
http://www.infor.com/product_summary/plm/optiva/
http://www.infor.com/product_summary/plm/optiva/
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improved project management, an enhanced user experience, collaborative social functionality 
through Infor Ming.le and an upgrade to .Net 4.0, and validation for Windows SQL 2012 servers. 
 
Infor Optiva 11 helps customers stay competitive by enabling them to develop high-quality products at a 
lower cost and launch them more quickly in the market place. The solution enhances the ability to 
deliver a high-quality product from a reliable, cost-efficient formula, while maintaining compliance with 
applicable regulatory requirements. Infor Optiva 11 consolidates information into one repository and as 
a platform-neutral solution, can support systems from multiple vendors. 
 
News Points 

• Advanced Project Management – Workflow rescheduling allows users to adjust due date and 
duration on the fly with simplified drag and drop capability. The Stage Gate form includes Gantt 
chart project visualization and allows users to suspend, cancel or recalculate workflow 
scheduling. 

• Transformative Collaboration – Infor Optiva 11 also supports Infor Ming.le, the 
comprehensive platform for social collaboration, business process improvement and contextual 
analytics. Based from the recent launch of Infor’s 10X platform, Optiva 11 provides the ability 
for users to connect socially and drill down into the application level to further enhance 
communication. 

• Enhanced User Experience – With Infor 10x, Infor Optiva gets a completely enhanced look 
and feel that provides a consumer-grade graphical user interface and helps users take advantage 
of expanded industry-specific capabilities, make better decisions faster, and work more 
efficiently. The added workspace enhancements provide users with in-context business 
intelligence and a content assistant to simplify functional applications. 

• Globalization – Infor Optiva 11 now delivers the ability to specify languages from form labels, 
navigation, lookup, error messages and enumeration labels.  

 
CIMdata Quote 
“Infor Optiva 11 with Ming.le should provide a richer user experience by combing modern social 
paradigms and effective integration within enabled business processes” said Ken Amann, Executive 
Consultant, CIMdata. “By using Ming.le as a single, consistent UI across their product suites, Infor is 
enabling their customers to better access and leverage product information and capabilities across 
Infor’s enterprise applications.”  
 
Infor Quote 
“As we continue to enrich Infor Optiva, customers consistently validate the strengths of our formula and 
provide insight to drive future enhancements,” said Chris Krechting, VP, global PLM sales, Infor. “The 
Infor Optiva 11 creates a strong foundation for the ongoing growth of PLM capabilities amongst our 
process manufacturing customers.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

http://www.infor.com/company/news/pressroom/pressreleases/infor-mingle/
http://www.infor.com/solutions/ion-technology/
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KeyShot and Solid Edge Integration Enables LiveLinking™ and Faster Creation of 3D Visuals 
25 June 2013 
 
Luxion today announced the immediate availability of a custom developed plugin that tightly integrates 
KeyShot with Siemens PLM Software’s Solid Edge® software making it a preferred rendering solution 
for users of Solid Edge. This plugin is available free of charge from the KeyShot website. 
 
With KeyShot, Solid Edge users now have the option to increase the quality of their photorealistic 3D 
renderings, animations and interactive visuals used in communicating concepts, delivering internal 
presentations, developing digital prototyping and creating sales or marketing visuals. The integration 
allows KeyShot to be launched directly from the Solid Edge interface, automatically sending both the 
design and all the assigned material appearances to KeyShot. 
 
Through the speed of KeyShot's real-time ray-tracing interface, further refinement of material 
assignments and lighting is quickly accomplished, and the changes are immediately displayed to the 
user. The plugin implements LiveLinking™ which allows users to integrate KeyShot deeply into the 
product development process by pushing any changes to the Solid Edge design directly to KeyShot 
without losing any of the material assignments, animations, lighting and camera settings. This is the 
tightest integration of KeyShot available in the 3D CAD software market.  This unprecedented 
integration enables users to save time and improves the efficiency of designers, engineers and others 
creating 3D visuals. 
 
The integration with KeyShot also allows users to transfer material assignments over to KeyShot for 
further development and for the creation of KeyShot animations or KeyShotVR's, an interactive visual 
to present models on browsers or mobile devices. 
 
Dan Staples, Director, Solid Edge Product Development, Siemens PLM Software says, "The integration 
of KeyShot with Solid Edge is an important step in providing our users with a smooth and effective 
method for creating high-quality, 3D visuals. Changes in the Solid Edge design can be immediately 
reflected in the KeyShot environment, allowing high-quality visual communication to become a key part 
of the design process.”  
 
"We are recognizing the momentum of Solid Edge in the industry", said Thomas Teger, Vice President 
of Products and Strategy at Luxion. "The Solid Edge user base spans a wide variety of industries where 
visuals are part of the entire design process. The integration of KeyShot with Solid Edge provides even 
more flexibility for them as a solution that delivers amazing images of their designs within a matter of 
minutes." 
  
Pricing & Availability 
The plugin for KeyShot and Solid Edge ST6 will be available free of charge from the KeyShot website 
at www.keyshot.com/plugins.  

http://www.keyshot.com/plugins
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Latest Release of Siemens' Solid Edge Software Helps Get Quality Products to Market Faster 
25 June 2013 
 
The latest release of Siemens PLM Software’ Solid Edge® software (Solid Edge ST6) includes several 
new enhancements in the areas of design, simulation and collaboration that enable certain tasks to be 
performed up to six times faster than the previous version. New functionality also helps Solid Edge ST6 
users to learn, share and collaborate with other Solid Edge users. The combined enhancements included 
in Solid Edge ST6 are designed to help businesses improve overall product development productivity. 
Along with Solid Edge ST6, Siemens is announcing the latest release of Solid Edge™ SP design 
management solution (Solid Edge for SharePoint) to enhance collaboration. The company also added 
Android tablets and the iPad® mini support for its Solid Edge Mobile Viewer. 
 
The announcement was made at Siemens PLM Software’s Solid Edge University 2013, being held this 
week in Cincinnati. 
 
Olivier Pellerin, IT Innovation Manager for Groupe SEB, the maker of Krups coffee machines, T-Fal 
and Wearever cookware performed some early “beta” testing of Solid Edge ST6. “Surfacing command 
enhancements in Solid Edge ST6 have enabled us to create some models 40 percent faster compared to 
other CAD systems,” said Pellerin. “Faster is better, but the quality of models is essential for the 
manufacturing process and the new inspection tools available in Solid Edge ST6 help us guarantee the 
inherent quality of the surfaces modeled. These along with other enhancements in Solid Edge ST6 will 
help us bring better products to market faster.” 
 
Solid Edge ST6 features new surfacing functions that help create stylized designs up to four times faster, 
and new sheet metal capabilities that help create stamped parts up to five times faster, based on internal 
testing. New Solid Edge simulation tools automatically optimize designs up to six times faster which 
helps lower product costs without sacrificing product quality. Synchronous technology enhancements 
help designers import and re-use files up to six times faster which enables improved collaboration with 
partners. In addition, support has been added to make importing SolidWorks® software files even easier. 
 
“The new features in Solid Edge ST6, driven by our strong focus on our customers’ need to get 
innovative products to market faster, help designers create modern new designs in a fraction of the time 
while maintaining the same high quality standards,” said Karsten Newbury, Senior Vice President and 
General Manager, Mainstream Engineering Software, Siemens PLM Software. “The Solid Edge system 
addresses all aspects of the design process – 3D design, simulation, manufacturing, design management, 
collaboration – and enables companies to make smarter product related decisions that result in 
developing better products more efficiently.” 
 

http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/velocity/solidedge/index.shtml
http://www.plm.automation.siemens.com/en_us/products/velocity/solidedge/sp/index.shtml
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In addition to the new design and simulation capabilities, Solid Edge ST6 also provides new 
functionality to learn, share, and collaborate with other Solid Edge users. The new Solid Edge YouTube 
docking pane gives users the ability to record, upload and directly share a modeling session on 
YouTube, and search YouTube for other Solid Edge videos. Users can also access discussions, tutorials 
and expert advice via a new online Solid Edge Community 
(www.siemens.com/plm/community/solidedge). 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Luxion Releases KeyShot® 4.1 
25 June 2013 
 
Luxion is pleased to release KeyShot 4.1, a new update to KeyShot 4 that introduces new rendering 
capabilities and many improvements that continue to speed the creation of 3D visuals throughout the 
entire product design process.  
 
With the release of KeyShot 4, users were introduced to new features like LiveLinking, physical lights, 
new color libraries including Pantone and RAL colors, Mold-Tech Textures, Rounded edges, import 
improvements and translucent material enhancements. KeyShot Pro users also received updates to create 
View and Model sets, render passes and render layers, stereoscopic viewing as well as improvements to 
the KeyShot HDR Editor. KeyShot 4.1 complements and improves on these features with new 
procedural textures, focused caustics, toon shading, color management and additional updates to the 
KeyShot HDRI Editor, Material Templates and Importer. In addition, KeyShotVR now has the ability to 
output interactive content for Apple iBooks™ directly from within KeyShot.  
 
Overview 
Luxion continues to make advances in realtime lighting simulation and rendering technology. Focused 
caustics adds a simple method for adding refracted light rays, while procedural textures build on the 
simple, uniform application of textures. The new Toon shader material type allows for solid color 
contouring and shading of parts and new color management brings accurate color matching to KeyShot. 
Users have clearer options for files on import along with interface improvements that simplify both 
options and layout. With internally developed algorithms that push the level of realism, these new 
features provides the fastest, most accurate method for creating professional level visuals. All new 
features can be seen here. 
 
Focused caustics 
The new Focused Caustics feature allows KeyShot users to accurately display the rays of light that 
reflect or pass through transparent or translucent surfaces. Users have the ability to toggle Focused 
Caustics in the render scene settings. This compliments the new physical lighting feature in KeyShot 
that allows any object to be used as a Point, Area or IES light profile with added functionality in 
KeyShot 4.1 to adjust the size of the light, allowing the user to control the softness of the shadow. The 
proprietary algorithm for focused caustics developed by Luxion co-founder and chief scientist Dr. 

http://www.siemens.com/plm/community/solidedge
http://keyshot.us2.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3af0e71b1749fe24337b80c9e&id=7511431be2&e=70007f98e9
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Henrik Wann Jensen is one of the fastest algorithms in the industry, delivering results in seconds.  
 
Procedural textures 
New Procedural texture options are available for any material when applying a texture to an object. Six 
preset procedural materials allow a user to immediately apply a seamless texture to any surface with the 
added ability to scale, adjust bump height and sync to other textures. The six presets include Granite, 
Leather, Marble, Noise (Texture), Noise (Fractal) and Wood with more planned for future releases.  
 
Toon shading 
The non-photorealistic (NPR) toon shader is a new material type that allows users to apply solid colors, 
solid shading and contours to their objects for a flat, cel shading appearance. Users can apply this 
material from the material type selection box with options to adjust material color along with contour 
color, angle, width, quality and more advanced options to adjust contours and shadows. Since it is a 
material rather than a render mode, the toon material can be used in combination with any other material 
for still images, animations and KeyShotVR.  
 
Color management 
A new Color Management setting has been added to the KeyShot Preferences with this release. Color 
Management allows the matching and control of color representations across various devices. In the 
Color Management settings, users have the ability to enable Color Management selecting an ICC profile 
(.icc or .icm) available from various software and hardware manufacturers.   
 
STL import 
A new STL importer is now available as part of the 25+ 3D file formats supported inside KeyShot. This 
new importer allows .stl files to be imported directly into KeyShot.  
 
Importer improvements 
All importers have been significantly improved to better represent the geometry inside KeyShot. The 
order and exact structure is now maintained for all file formats. Geometry for many file formats is now 
properly represented.  
 
Other features and improvements 
Among the major features mentioned above, KeyShot 4.1 also contains additional features and 
improvements. iBook support for KeyShotVR is now available allowing the creation of an iBooks 
widget with the use of iBooks Author.  Improvements to the HDRI Editor have been added with new 
Flat and Spherical Display types as well as Display Orientation for the Spherical display. In addition the 
user interface has been streamlined with the ability to rename pins and to copy and paste regions from 
the HDRI. Additional options have been added to the Material templates dialogue that allow users to add 
a template for a part or materials either automatically or manually and materials used for the scene have 
been moved to the Project Scene tab. The user can now create an unlimited number of render layers with 
the ability to create custom names for each layer. The animation capabilities have been made more 
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robust, respecting now the order in which animations have been created, with the ability to change the 
order interactively in the scene tree. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Maplesoft and JSOL Partner to Combine Powerful Modeling Techniques 
20 June 2013 
 
Maplesoft announced a new product that allows users to combine the powerful finite element analysis 
abilities of JMAG with the advanced physical modeling approach of MapleSim. The MapleSim 
Connector for JMAG-RT allows engineers to produce high-fidelity system models that seamlessly 
incorporate components from each system. 
 
MapleSim is an advanced physical modeling and simulation tool that applies modern techniques to 
dramatically reduce model development and analysis time while producing fast, high-fidelity 
simulations. JMAG is a powerful finite element analysis (FEA) tool that allows engineers to develop, 
analyze, and fine-tune electric motors and generators, taking into account such diverse factors as 
thermal, structural, and vibration issues. With the new connector, engineers can incorporate their JMAG 
motors and generator models into a MapleSim system-level model. 
 
This ability allows users to study interactions between their motors and generators with other 
components of the final product. For example, in a hybrid-electric vehicle, the behavior of the battery, 
the internal combustion engine, the tires, and other elements of the car can have a significant impact on 
the performance of the electric motor. By incorporating all these diverse elements into a single system-
level model, the engineer can better understand and optimize the behavior of the entire design, avoiding 
unpleasant surprises at the prototype stage. 
 
“Different tools are suited for different tasks, so it is vital that today’s engineers have the ability to easily 
move from tool to tool as they work on their project, without incurring tremendous overhead costs in the 
process,” said Laurent Bernardin, Executive Vice President and Chief Scientist, Maplesoft. “That’s why 
toolchain connectivity is such an important aspect of MapleSim. By making it easy for engineers to use 
JMAG and MapleSim together, customers can take advantage of the strengths of each product to best 
meet their design challenges.” 
 
“The MapleSim Connector for JMAG-RT allows customers to leverage the FEA approach of JMAG to 
deal with issues particular to motors and generators, and then place those models into a wider context 
using the system-level physical modeling approach of MapleSim,” said Koji Tani, Ph.D, R&D Section 
Manager, JSOL Corp. “The result is a high-fidelity system model suitable for real-time simulation, and 
more concretely, shorter development cycles and lower development costs.” 
 
The MapleSim Connector for JMAG-RT is the latest in a large collection of connector tools and 
products for MapleSim, which include connectors for Simulink™, LabVIEW™, dSPACE® Systems, 
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VI-CarRealTime, C code generation, and more. 
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Practical Business Reference Book: New BIM Guideline from Nemetschek Allplan 
28 June 2013 
 
Nemetschek Allplan has posted a guideline with more than 100 pages on the practical application of 
Building Information Modeling (BIM) which is available for download immediately. It is designed to 
help architects and engineers deepen their understanding of the BIM method and associated processes in 
Allplan. 
 
Building Information Modeling is an integrated process encompassing the optimized planning, 
construction and management of buildings or real estate. As a BIM platform, Allplan provides a basis in 
this respect with its component-oriented 3D model. It records, combines and networks information in an 
intelligent prototype. Users can therefore obtain the latest high-quality and freely accessible data on the 
planning, construction or actual status in each case and determine the costs involved before construction 
commences. 
 
The new BIM Guideline is intended for interested parties and users of Allplan 2013 who generate and 
exchange their data three-dimensionally with partners or export it to other programs. It provides sound 
practical knowledge and addresses a variety of topics which need to be considered during both model 
creation and transfer. It will aid architects and civil engineers to optimize this data exchange and, as a 
consequence, the information flow and cooperation through appropriate working methods. 
 
Robert Bäck, Senior Product Consultant at Nemetschek Allplan explains: “The term Building 
Information Modeling has now also arrived in Germany. However, many users have not yet gained any 
practical user experience. The BIM Guideline therefore describes some of the fundamental rules which 
should be observed in the BIM method and is designed to provide a basis for the introduction of BIM in 
the business environment.” 
 
The BIM Guideline can be downloaded at www.nemetschek-allplan.eu/bim-guideline. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Simulink PLC Coder Adds Structured Text Generation for OMRON PLCs 
25 June 2013 
 
MathWorks today announced that Simulink PLC Coder can now generate IEC 61131-3 Structured Text 
for OMRON programmable logic controllers (PLCs). This advancement allows industrial automation 
engineering teams to adopt Model-Based Design for manufacturing and power generation equipment 
controlled by OMRON PLCs, including OMRON’s new Sysmac Studio.   

http://www.nemetschek-allplan.eu/bim-guideline
http://www.mathworks.com/products/sl-plc-coder/index.html?s_tid=OIT_4420
http://www.omron.com/
http://www.mathworks.com/model-based-design/?s_tid=OIT_4421
http://industrial.omron.eu/en/products/catalogue/motion_and_drives/machine_automation_controllers/software/sysmac_studio/default.html
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OMRON’s Sysmac Studio is a single software platform that configures, programs, and monitors 
automation systems. Sysmac Studio supports the NJ-series machine automation controller, enabling 
efficient machine control through a single connection. Now, engineers using OMRON PLCs can 
automatically generate code from Simulink for closed-loop and supervisory control applications. 
Automatic code generation, an integral part of Model-Based Design, helps eliminate errors associated 
with traditional hand coding and reduces overall development and validation time. 
 
“With Simulink PLC Coder support for Sysmac Studio, we see important advantages for OMRON 
customers that have adopted Model-Based Design,” said Yasutugu Namura, manager of Control 
Division, Business Development Department No.2, OMRON.  “Now, engineers can use Simulink PLC 
Coder to generate code from Simulink models, speeding up the design process and enhancing 
performance on machines controlled by OMRON PLCs.”  
 
“We are excited to partner with OMRON to facilitate a streamlined development process that allows 
engineers to develop advanced control algorithms using Simulink that increase accuracy and optimize 
machine performance,” said Takumi Tohyama, industrial automation and machinery industry marketing 
manager, MathWorks Japan.   
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Spatial Extends Leadership with Faster Performance and Enhanced Capabilities 
26 June 2013 
 
Spatial Corp. today announced the R24 release of 3D ACIS Modeler, 3D InterOp, and 3D Mesh and the 
R2014 release of the CGM modeler and Constraint Design Solver (CDS). These updates deliver a 
significant step forward in the Spatial portfolio of 3D components driven by the demands of existing 
users and by needs in markets new to 3D modeling. Across the product portfolio, users will find new 
functionality, enhancements to existing capabilities, and considerable improvements in performance. 
 
“The roadmap that drives every product release from Spatial is a result of more than just our vision. We 
work closely with our customers and with industry partners to understand current development needs. 
The solutions we deliver need to address those needs but in a way that lays the groundwork for 
addressing identified needs in the future,” said Jean-Marc Guillard, Chief Executive Officer for Spatial. 
“This update to the Spatial portfolio of products is a result of the innovation and the demand for quality 
and performance of our customers and partners as well as our development staff.” 
 
3D InterOp 
The R24 release of 3D InterOp, Spatial’s solution for high-quality interoperability, builds on support for 
graphical data and PMI (Product and Manufacturing Information). For several major data formats, 3D 
InterOp now provides complete associativity between boundary representation (or B-rep), tessellation, 
visual annotations, and semantic information. This associativity, a key requirement for high-level data 

http://www.ia.omron.com/products/family/3074/
http://www.mathworks.com/products/simulink/?s_tid=OIT_4495
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2Fproducts%2F3d-acis-modeling&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=3D+ACIS+Modeler&index=1&md5=3dd1f70b7d45b97e17183fde1b66c321
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2Fproducts%2F3d-interoperability&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=3D+InterOp&index=2&md5=5001f29de194af6eee553266d883bb01
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2Fproducts%2F3d-mesh&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=3D+Mesh&index=3&md5=60e04fe12b033057ad959725efecb51a
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2Fproducts%2Fcgm&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=CGM&index=4&md5=452f4f8655c7b211061e1bc5b31366ce
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.spatial.com%2Fproducts%2Fcds-constraint-design-solver&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=Constraint+Design+Solver+%28CDS%29&index=5&md5=f5aa8c367b86eb8396eab1961cab9dde
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reuse, enables users to interact with the graphical (human-readable) and semantic (machine-readable) 
PMI contained in CAD models in the same way as in the originating system. 
 
This release of 3D InterOp includes a combination of new translation functionality to expand data 
sharing capabilities as well as improvements to existing translators. Enhancements include support for 
new file formats, expanded STEP capabilities to support graphical PMI, support for user defined 
attributes and materials properties, updates to version support for existing translators, and much more. 
 
Performance improvements in 3D InterOp result from optimized import capabilities where translators 
for many file formats load and parse only what was requested. These optimizations result in up to a 40% 
improvement in CAD file import for 3D InterOp enable applications. 
 
For more details and a complete list of enhancements in 3D InterOp, consult the R24 Release Notes for 
3D InterOp. 
 
3D ACIS Modeler and 3D Mesh 
This release includes updates to 3D ACIS Modeler, the standard for geometric modeling for over 25 
years. With the R24 release of 3D ACIS Modeler, Spatial continues to refine and improve the 
performance and robustness of core features such as boolean operations, clash detection, local 
operations, and Cellular Topology. In addition, 3D ACIS Modeler extends support for CAM, EDA, and 
other applications with functionality to determine the 2D shadow projection of a model. 
 
With additional multi-threading and nested parallelism support, better performance is also a highlight of 
this release. To simplify access to the functionality, much of the multi-threading on all platforms is 
transparent to the developer. 
 
New functionality in 3D Mesh, Spatial’s fully configurable surface and volumetric meshing solution, 
includes local refinement controls and the introduction of Hybrid Meshes. A Hybrid Mesh, which 
contains both surface and volumetric elements, allows complex analyses on specific regions within a 
complex model. 
 
Refer to the R24 Release Notes for 3D ACIS Modeler for a complete list of improvements. 
 
CGM Modeler, Constraint Design Solver (CDS), and new 3DScript 
The R2014 release of the Convergence Geometric Modeler (CGM) provides a host of enhancements to 
core capabilities as well as significant improvements in robustness and quality. Spatial continues to 
advance the 3D modeling abilities of CGM in response to a growing number of developers involved in 
next-generation applications, especially in markets such as CAM and Metrology. 
 
In areas such as stitching and sweeping, CGM R2014 offers improved flexibility and robustness. New 

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoc.spatial.com%2Findex.php%2FInterOp%3ARelease_Notes&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=R24+Release+Notes+for+3D+InterOp&index=6&md5=c8df2453d63ca2c408e676c813f09f8e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoc.spatial.com%2Findex.php%2FInterOp%3ARelease_Notes&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=R24+Release+Notes+for+3D+InterOp&index=6&md5=c8df2453d63ca2c408e676c813f09f8e
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fdoc.spatial.com%2Findex.php%2FACIS_Release_Notes&esheet=50649689&newsitemid=20130625005134&lan=en-US&anchor=R24+Release+Notes+for+3D+ACIS+Modeler&index=7&md5=6c7c9cea753807d80f80303c63230396
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capabilities include the ability for Sweeping operations to allow for “contextual limits.” This allows 
developers to specify that an extrusion should go up to a defined piece of geometry or topology and then 
stop, rather than using a dimension. 
 
With this release, Spatial introduces 3DScript, an environment which provides a scripting interface to 
3D components such as CGM, 3D InterOp, or HOOPS Visualize, providing a quick way to investigate 
the capabilities of Spatial components. Using JavaScript, developers can use the 3DScript framework as 
a quick-start for their applications, for rapid prototyping, or to help investigate application issues. Users 
can more quickly achieve results, even with little experience with CGM or 3D modeling. 3DScript is 
packaged with the CGM modeler. 
 
The Constraint Design Solver (CDS) includes improvements with the R2014 release. CDS combines a 
2D and 3D solver into a single component. Based on Dassault Systèmes V5 and V6 technology, CDS 
enables real-time manipulation of geometric objects with direct and interactive creation and 
modification of constraints. CDS incorporates easy-to-implement programming interfaces, offering 
quick integration with geometric modeling kernels such as CGM and 3D ACIS Modeler. 
 
“Allowing 3D application developers to leverage Dassault Systèmes technologies in the development of 
next-generation solutions has emerged as a strategic driver for Spatial. The deliveries of CGM and CDS 
are a result of that strategy. As the geometric kernel used by many Dassault Systèmes applications, such 
as CATIA, Simulia, and now Mechanical Conceptual from SolidWorks, CGM has proven itself as 
modeler for leading-edge applications. Our vision is not just to provide the access to these technologies 
but to ensure the success of our customers’ adoption of them,” stated Ray Bagley, Spatial Director of 
Product Planning and Management. “3D Script was developed to simplify the transition to CGM and 
accelerate application development. 3DScript provides the framework which allows developers to 
rapidly prototype their ideas using a light weight scripting language. Once proven out, developers can 
then incorporate their results into their core application. We were very encouraged by the short time to 
very impressive results achieved during the internal testing of 3DScript.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

STAR-CCM+ v8.04 Release Continues to Improve Simulation Engineer's Productivity and 
Effectiveness 
27 June 2013 
 
CD-adapco today announced the second release of their STAR-CCM+ v8 software. "Our latest release is 
specifically aimed at increasing engineering productivity, making the software even easier to use and 
interact with, and significantly reducing the time required to get a high-quality solution," said Senior VP 
Product Management Jean-Claude Ercolanelli. "STAR-CCM+ v8.04 is the second of our v8 releases to 
benefit from our investment in a dedicated User Experience Team, whose task is to dissect and improve 
every aspect of the software, resulting in more effective and more productive simulation engineers." 
 
"STAR-CCM+ v8.04 raises the bar even further," continued Ercolanelli. "With ground-breaking 

http://www.cd-adapco.com/products/star-ccm
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performance enhancements resulting from new features such as continuum-wide partitioning, which 
dramatically improves the parallel scalability for complex multi-region simulations, with usability 
improvements such as the new object selector which makes the selection of multiple objects much 
simpler, and with increased product scope from the new overlapping overset capability, which allows 
you to easily model applications with complex relative motion such as gear pumps, and from the new 
adjoint flow solver with which you can even predict the effect of design modifications before making 
them." 
 
User Experience related enhancements include: 

• STAR-Cast – new dedicated Casting User Interface (CUI) to guide the user through the setup of 
casting simulations. 

• Enhanced sheet and solid modelling in 3D-CAD for easier creation and modification of 
geometry. 

• Update Events - new feature used to trigger processing actions at a particular time and/or 
iteration of a simulation. 

• The new Object Selector improves the speed and efficiency of entities selection, especially for 
sophisticated models. 

 
Solution turnaround Time related enhancements include: 

• Continuum-wide partitioning improves performance and scalability for cases with multiple 
regions. 

• Direct Interface intersection computational time has been improved. 
• The new Virtual Disk Model - Body Force Propeller Method enables the simulation of propellers 

without the need to explicitly mesh the individual propeller blades. 
 
Expanded coverage includes: 

• The new Adjoint Solver allows the user to understand the influence of design parameters on 
engineering quantities of interest. 

• Overset bodies can now overlap, allowing the modelling of the relative motion of more complex 
geometry with ease. 

• The Fluid Film Model is now compatible with mesh motion, allowing the simulation of films on 
moving bodies such as rotating tires, or on deforming boundaries such as in ice accretion 
applications. 

• The DFBI model now has additional options for modelling ship-manoeuvring situations. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

Structural Engineering Software Solutions Provider S-FRAME Software Announces Point Release 
Update of S-FRAME Structural Office R11 
27 June 2013 
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S-FRAME Software Inc., developer of structural engineering software solutions used by Structural and 
Civil Engineering Professionals worldwide, announced the point release of S-FRAME Structural Office 
R11. This release is now available to new and existing customers. This point release provides updates 
such as Composite Beam Design, Revit 2014 support, additional Tekla Bi-Directional support features, 
and updated S-CALC interface features to Revit and Tekla. Key Features in Structural Office R11.1 
include: 
 
Support for Composite Beams in S-STEEL Design via: CISC S16-09 and AISC 360-10 LRFD/ASD 
codes, Partial or full composite sections, Support of many metal deck configurations, Multiple concrete 
strengths and densities can be specified, Availability for both automated Design and Code Check input 
windows, Positive and negative bending moments, Shored and un-shored construction, Parallel and 
perpendicular ribs, Strength and Serviceability checks, Accounting for shrinkage and creep, Automatic 
calculation of “Stud Capacity” and “Number of Studs Required” over shear span, and Composite beam 
design data stored in TEL file. 
 
S-FRAME Revit & Tekla Links New Features include: Revit 2014 support, Shape mapping added to 
Import, Uses Revit families embedded in File, Export Revit Foundations as panels, Auto generate S-
FRAME Groups from Revit Marks & Tekla Names, Import of Member End Results from S-FRAME 
back to Tekla, Import of Sloped Panels, Shape Mappings included for common database shapes, Shape 
Map directory exposed for copy/paste, Shape Map merge, and Section Override Persistence. 
 
S-CALC New Feature Additions include: Drag & Drop DXF files onto the main window without need 
for File > Open, Modification of the Revit and Tekla Links to use the same Shape Map as the S-FRAME 
Link, so changes are persisted in both links, to transfer polygons for unmapped shapes, to transfers 
compound and built up shapes, and to provide help documentation in German. 
 
Dr. Marinos Stylianou, CEO of S-FRAME commented about the R11 point release, “The R11 point 
release shows the commitment by S-FRAME’s development staff to produce the highest quality product. 
The team continuously shows the ability to quickly deliver functionality both requested and needed by 
their customers. We continue to build upon the functionality created in R11 for both integration and 
interoperability. Our hard work goes on as we develop new state of the art functionality, keeping in 
mind the usability by the customer of that technology.” 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

TFTLabs Announces Support for AVEVA 3D Models 
27 June 2013 
 
TFTLabs S.A.S, announces today the support of AVEVA 3Dvisualization data (.RVM files). This 
format is immediately available in TFTLabs product line: TFTWeb, TFTPad and TFT4iT. 
 

http://www.s-frame.com/
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After completing the coverage of 3D native formats in manufacturing (CATIA V5, SolidWorks, UGNX, 
Pro/Engineer, Inventor …), TFTLabs brings its product offer in Web 3D viewing into plant design, oil, 
gas and energy sectors through the support of AVEVA 3D model format (.RVM files). 
 
The TFTLabs technology reads and visualizes all 3D native formats without any license of 3D software. 
 
“We are now able to visualize complete oil platforms containing thousands of parts, equipments and 
references in a web browser or on a tablet. With this new version, it is possible to import several rvm 
files at the same time to visualize very large models which are usual in this domain.” says Francois 
Chretien, CEO and Chief Scientist. 
 
“We are expanding our offer to the most popular formats in plant design as requested by numerous 
users, who are eager to communicate more and more in 3D in their day-by-day business.” says Jean-Luc 
Brocard, COO and Quality and Customers Support Manager. 
 
TFTLabs products work directly on 3D data from all native or generic CAD formats (more than 20 
formats) up to their latest revision. 
 
With TFTLabs technology, visualize and share 3D models from web browser or mobile devices. Test for 
free JSON3D Gallery on the web fromhttp://json3d.tftlabs.com, or from your mobile with TFTPad app, 
available on Google Play, https://play.google.com/store/apps/details?id=tftlabs.web.mobile. 
 
Within TFTPad, interact with 3D models using the intuitive touch interface. Pinch to zoom, single finger 
drag to rotate, two fingers drag to pan and double tap on the screen to fit all the model. 
 
With TFTWeb, the instant messaging system for 3D, communicate and collaborate on 3D native data on 
various operating systems and browsers. Create pages together with annotations, dimensions, detailed or 
exploded views, textual information … 
 
With TFT4iT, software editors can easily integrate our 100 % web-based 3D toolkit and access directly 
to all major 3D CAD file formats. Software editors can now take benefit of the JSON3D format real 
openness and perenity. 
 
The whole technology behind the products is owned by TFTLabs, whose key people have a unique 
experience in 3D interoperability since 20 years. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 

The Next Generation of Design and Engineering Software Has Arrived  
25 June 2013 

http://www10.mcadcafe.com/goto.php?http://json3d.tftlabs.com
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Autodesk, Inc. today delivered the world’s first cloud-based software created specifically for people 
looking to fuse stunning aesthetic design with great product engineering. Autodesk Fusion 360 brings 
together capabilities typically found in separate mechanical, industrial and conceptual design tools into 
one, easy to use cloud-based service.  
 
“With Fusion 360, there is no longer a compromise between industrial and mechanical design. Users get 
both in one tool for the first time.” 
 
“We’re in the midst of a new industrial revolution that places a premium on the ability to design and 
engineer products that are both beautiful and functional,” said Robert “Buzz” Kross, senior vice 
president at Autodesk. “With Fusion 360, there is no longer a compromise between industrial and 
mechanical design. Users get both in one tool for the first time.”  
 
Fusion 360 offers a radically intuitive user experience, secure access to design information and 
integrated social collaboration features. Customers can design faster, work anywhere and share with 
anyone.  
 
What People Are Saying About Fusion 360  
“Gone are the days of patching together specialized design and engineering tools that were either too 
complex or not sophisticated enough to address all needs of the product development process. With 
Fusion 360, we finally have a single, dynamic tool that allows us to execute on any idea in a very 
efficient way.” – Jason Martin, Co-founder, Carbon Audio  
 
“The beauty of Fusion 360 is to be able to iterate through many concepts very quickly and make small 
adjustments that may have a huge impact on the look and feel of a design. With Fusion 360’s flexible 
design, engineering and visualization capabilities, our customers are empowered to make their own 
design decisions.” -- Matthew Harris, Orphanage Guitars  
 
“I come from a sculptural background and love working with my hands. Fusion 360 allows the two 
worlds of modeling and sculpting to blend together, making the entire process a lot faster.” – Bridget 
Sheehan, MFA Candidate / Industrial Design  
 
“Fusion 360 is the power to create magic while riding on a billion horsepower infinite cloud.” – Stan 
Hisel, Product Designer and Mechanical Engineer  
 
Pricing and Availability  
Fusion 360 is available immediately. It is free for the next 90 days, and upon expiration of the 90-day 
initial offer will be available for purchase from the Autodesk e-store for $25 per month, per user, based 
on annual contract commitment. Special pricing is available for students and entrepreneurs.  

http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.autodesk.com%2Fpr-autodesk&esheet=50658834&newsitemid=20130625005330&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk%2C+Inc.&index=1&md5=5b7d90b9b39ab196566db4ffb281b9c4
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Ffusion360.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=50658834&newsitemid=20130625005330&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+Fusion+360&index=2&md5=e8a4d121335408e43f450801fc127c21
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fusa.autodesk.com%2Fadsk%2Fservlet%2Fpc%2Fitem%3Fid%3D14224393%26siteID%3D123112%26DCMP%3DOTC-pr-bkross&esheet=50658834&newsitemid=20130625005330&lan=en-US&anchor=Robert+%E2%80%9CBuzz%E2%80%9D+Kross&index=3&md5=de32f4a2b11bba9eca5e7d6b14f5d9ad
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Ffusion360.autodesk.com%2F&esheet=50658834&newsitemid=20130625005330&lan=en-US&anchor=Fusion+360&index=4&md5=8598364e3a456667e374c9c3da92f257
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.orphanageguitars.com%2Fkickstarter&esheet=50658834&newsitemid=20130625005330&lan=en-US&anchor=Orphanage+Guitars&index=5&md5=f287eb923a732094609cfa78cbdb6190
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&url=http%3A%2F%2Fstore.autodesk.com%2Fstore%3FAction%3DDisplayHomePage%26SiteID%3Dadskus%26Locale%3Den_US%26Env%3DBASE&esheet=50658834&newsitemid=20130625005330&lan=en-US&anchor=Autodesk+e-store&index=6&md5=b509c9757e7cbad04ada2971cf0f9864
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Trimble Extends Survey and Engineering Workflow Support with SketchUp File Integration 
24 June 2013 
 
Trimble introduced today integration of SketchUp® file import and export capabilities in its Trimble® 
Business Center office software. By supporting model data from SketchUp, Trimble extends its 
capability to support survey and engineering organizations across their entire workflow. Acquired by 
Trimble from Google in 2012, SketchUp Pro is used by architects and engineers to easily create 3D 
models for visualization of structures. 
 
As part of Trimble's suite of solutions, Trimble Business Center is the office software that fully 
integrates with Trimble's field solutions allowing surveyors, engineers, and geospatial professionals to 
edit, process and adjust data to produce high-quality deliverables.   
 
  
"By adding SketchUp model support into our Trimble Business Center software, we further integrate the 
survey and engineering workflow with processing and modeling capabilities," said Alain Samaha, 
business area director for Trimble's Survey Solutions. "This integration can help ensure that survey and 
engineering companies are working with reliable, accurate data and models to enable improved 
productivity." 
 
With the addition of SketchUp import support, Trimble Business Center now allows surveyors to 
calculate points based on 3D SketchUp Pro models generated by engineers and architects and transfer 
those points into Trimble Access™ field software for field work. Trimble Business Center's exporter 
functionality routes survey data back into SketchUp and provides survey and engineering companies and 
architects with a timely and accurate portrayal of the land layout as they begin design work. 
 
"The new workflow capabilities that this data interoperability path can provide are exciting. It can 
enable increased collaboration between surveyors and construction design professionals, who can now 
make compelling new 3D visualizations of projects that include realistic representations of buildings and 
other such structures in real-world geospatial context," said Christopher Keating, business area director 
for SketchUp. "In addition, precise survey data can now be efficiently communicated from the field to 
the office, providing faster and more efficient design work in SketchUp 2013 for new construction 
projects of all types." 
 
Trimble Business Center v2.9 & v3.0 with SketchUp file support are available now through Trimble's 
Survey Distribution Channel. SketchUp Pro 2013 is available for purchase through the SketchUp online 
store, the SketchUp sales team or the SketchUp reseller channel. For more information about SketchUp, 
visit:  www.sketchup.com. 
 

http://www.sketchup.com/
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TURBOdesign Suite 5.2.1 now Shipping 
28 June 2013 
 
Advanced Design Technology (ADT) today announces that TURBOdesign Suite version 5.2.1 is now 
shipping. This version of the first commercially available 3D inverse design software system for 
turbomachinery products—an evolution in blade design—introduces a new elliptically smoothed mesh 
generation routine in TURBOdesign CFD for computational fluid dynamics (CFD) analysis as well as a 
new ability to predict stage performance, including volute performance, that previously was only 
available for pumps. Turbomachinery design engineers and manufacturers across most industries can 
now benefit from even greater functionality and develop products in far less time. 
 
"The 3D inverse design method used in TURBOdesign Suite for turbomachinery design can result in 
significant reductions in the use of CFD computations to arrive at an optimum design and hence reduces 
development times," says Professor Mehrdad Zangeneh, founder and managing director of ADT. "We 
are pleased to now deliver version 5.2.1 of the TURBOdesign Suite with new functionalities in 
TURBOdesign CFD, which has been developed to enable designers to perform accurate CFD 
evaluations of their designs in less time." 
 
Highlights of the new functionality in TURBOdesign Suite 5.2.1 include: 

• TURBOdesign CFD: Elliptically Smoothed Mesh Generation Routine - That can use 
different numbers of mesh sizes on the pressure and suction sides of blades coupled with 
elliptical smoothing to improve mesh quality near the leading and trailing edges for high stagger 
blades that allow users to mesh cut-off trailing edges in centrifugal pumps or compressors. 

• TURBOdesign CFD: Volute Stage Performance Prediction – Originally only available for 
pumps, it now includes centrifugal fans for compressible and incompressible flows. It also works 
on compressor designs. Stage efficiency and head-to-pressure ratios also are estimated with this 
new capability. 

• TURBOdesign CFD: Load Distribution Section Exporting – Has been improved to now 
allow users to select the number of sections when exporting load distribution of existing designs. 

 
TURBOdesign Suite System Requirements, Availability and Pricing 
TURBOdesign Suite 5.2.1 in now available for download. 
 
TURBOdesign Suite runs on Windows systems. It operates on mid-range workstations with 2.4 Ghz or 
better processors, 2 GB RAM and 1Gb disk space. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
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Yunique Solutions Announces the Release of Yunique Design Suite with Multiple PLM Plugins for 
Adobe 
24 June 2013 
 
Yunique Solutions, creators of YuniquePLM™ product lifecycle management software, launched 
Yunique Design Suite (DS). The new suite offers enhanced plugins for Adobe® Illustrator®, enabling 
designers to create and modify colors, palettes, photos, sketches, artwork, trims, images and styles in 
YuniquePLM without ever leaving Adobe Illustrator. This integration reduces cycle time and fosters the 
adoption of YuniquePLM by both design and development teams. Yunique DS works seamlessly with 
YuniquePLM version 5.0. 
 
Darioush Nikpour, vice president of Product Management for Gerber's Yunique Solutions business said, 
"The launch of Yunique DS marks an exciting benchmark for efficient product development in the 
creative industry of fashion. The seamless sharing of images and content between YuniquePLM and 
Adobe Illustrator gives the creative arena the freedom and speed to work within their design system of 
choice – Adobe Illustrator – on Mac or PC. YuniquePLM is automatically updated so design and 
production teams have real-time visibility into the entire line across multiple brands.”  
 
Because YuniquePLM tracks all changes made to a product, teams can easily review the progression of 
a design and, if necessary, revert to a prior version. 
 
YuniquePLM 5.0 features innovative solutions that enhance the connection between the creative process 
and the product lifecycle, such as dynamic line plan creation, in-depth costing capabilities, interactive 
sample capture, enhanced sourcing and compliance tracking. 
 

Click here to return to Contents 
 

Zuken Improves Design Productivity and IP Management with CR-8000 2013 
25 June 2013 
 
Zuken addresses the needs of global design teams and their downstream partners with new versions of 
its Design Force and Design Gateway software, part of the CR-8000 multi-board design solution. With 
an emphasis on productivity enhancements and new intellectual property (IP) management capabilities, 
hardware engineers and PCB designers can collaborate efficiently and securely with all project 
participants. Design Force includes new embedded permission controls for IP management, support for 
forward and back-annotation of multi-board designs, and multi-area interactive and automatic routing. 
Design Gateway adds a new spacing class function and an Intel Schematic Connectivity Format (ISCF) 
for Intel design review. 
 
Concurrent design supports collaboration 

http://www.gerbertechnology.com/en-us/solutions/apparelretail/productlifecyclemanagement/yuniqueplm.aspx
http://www.zuken.com/en/products/pcb-design/cr-8000/whats-new
http://www.zuken.com/en/products/pcb-design/cr-8000
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“With design teams around the world, we need a PCB and system-level design platform that allows our 
teams to work concurrently and also deals with complex multi-board designs. Zuken’s CR-8000 Design 
Gateway and Design Force does this and more. Because of advanced multi-board capabilities and an 
integrated high-speed design environment, we collaborate effectively while pushing technology 
boundaries, which play an important role in our product development.” - Jerry Murray, PCB Design 
team leader at Cummins Power Generation, a leader in design and manufacture of power generation 
equipment 
 
New IP management functionality 
The ever-increasing trend for outsourcing design work and managing globally-dispersed teams means 
the ability to protect IP by controlling access to design data is a priority for many engineers. Industry 
studies have found that companies who are successful in executing strategies for improved efficiency 
and PCB quality (and in turn, higher product profitability) must be capable of limiting access to design 
information when working with suppliers. 
 
This is a productivity issue for many enterprise managers who subcontract work, reducing the hours 
spent filtering, partitioning and deleting information to protect their IP. Additionally, many companies 
need to control data access for internal staff. 
 
To address these challenges, Design Force has new embedded permission controls that make this 
process quick and straightforward, allowing secure and controlled data exchange during the design 
process. Design information is controlled and protected when shared between dispersed teams or third-
party partners, allowing encryption or restriction of sensitive design data. 
 
Design efficiency 
Everyday design efficiency has been addressed in this release. Design Gateway’s new spacing class 
wizard reduces the time and effort to set up design rules. Additionally, support for Intel Schematic 
Connectivity Format (ISCF) enables customers to send design schematics to Intel for review to ensure 
that their chip sets are implemented properly to meet specifications. 
 
Design Force supports forward and back-annotation of multi-board designs, eliminating manual effort 
when managing changes between multiple PCBs in a system. This feature, unique to Design Force, 
means that engineers are no longer constrained to dealing with one PCB at a time and do not need to 
interrupt their design flow to open up separate tools. 
 
Another new multi-board feature, DRAGON EX module for multi-area interactive and automatic 
routing, enables users to create multiple strategy-driven areas on a board and simultaneously autoroute 
each section, while continuing to route interactively. This significantly improves design completion 
times and takes advantage of the speed offered by the latest multi-core CPU technology. 
 
ECAD/MCAD collaboration 
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A new Design Force feature proving essential with fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) manufacturers 
is a new ECAD/MCAD collaboration ability. This allows import of a mechanical housing to a single or 
multi-board design, enabling users to accurately conduct interference checks concurrently during board 
layout. This reduces iterations between mechanical and PCB design as designers use real-world, real-
time enclosures and constraints. 
 
For more information see www.zuken.com/design-revolution  
 

Click here to return to Contents 

ZWCAD+ 2014 Beta Coming This July: Big Release More Than Just New DWG Compatibility  
27 June 2013 
 
ZWCAD Design today preannounced the coming of ZWCAD+ 2014 Beta, which will be released early 
in July. Sneak peek of this latest version includes DWG/DXF 2013 file compatibility, dynamic block 
and online collaboration module and many more. Designers can leverage the power of ZWCAD+ 2014 
to solve their most complex design challenges more efficiently.  
 
More than to Fulfill Your Full Design Need  
ZWCAD+ 2014 Beta has introduced more than 10 features to address the diverse needs of design and 
engineering customers worldwide. Here’s the sneak peek of some new features in this version:  

• Newly support DWG/DXF 2013 and DWF files---Now you can open and write DWG/DWF 
2013 and DWF files, fully compatible with other mainstream CADs. You can also write block to 
DWG 2013;  

• Advanced block editing with Dynamic Block---This newly added feature allows designers to 
freely view, insert, edit and save dynamic block in ZWCAD+ 2014. Block operation has been 
made more flexible with the ability to change the block appearance with the parameter grid or 
the properties palette;  

• Online Module for File sync and Mobile Design---With built-in online module in ZWCAD+, 
now you can save your drawings and customization configuration to third-party cloud services, 
like Dropbox, Google Drive and more. ZWCAD+ also provides excellent integration with 
mobile solution, ZWCAD Touch for portable devices, letting you freely work on your desktop 
and on the go;  

• Easily Load .Net Application Using NETLOAD 
ZWCAD+ 2014 now supports .NET API. With NETLOAD tool, you can conveniently load 
.NET applications. App developers can also use .NET to develop customized application for 
ZWCAD+ for versatile design use.  

 
From ZWCAD+ 2012 to 2014  
“We decided to name this release directly as ZWCAD+ 2014. It is not only the title difference, but also 
represents it’s the biggest release ever,” said Daniel Huang, Product Manager of ZWCAD+. 

http://www.zuken.com/design-revolution
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&div=lbfffadcj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zwsoft.com%2F&esheet=50660979&newsitemid=20130627005773&lan=en-US&anchor=ZWCAD+Design&index=1&md5=efb3a5a3aedfc29ea2868cd2d048df41
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&div=lbfffadcj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zwsoft.com%2Fproducts%2Fzwcad%2B.html&esheet=50660979&newsitemid=20130627005773&lan=en-US&anchor=DWG%2FDXF&index=2&md5=4ed91d385aec05a6652a5ca31ecc4390
http://cts.businesswire.com/ct/CT?id=smartlink&div=lbfffadcj&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.zwsoft.com%2Fproducts%2Fzwcad%2B.html&esheet=50660979&newsitemid=20130627005773&lan=en-US&anchor=ZWCAD%2B&index=3&md5=e2dd79cfa19cf257a807ed21f2647830
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“Unprecedented numbers of desired features from our customers are included in this new release, 
enabling designers to work more efficiently with complex tasks while enjoying high price-performance 
ratio. This time we believe many more users, especially those dealing complex design tasks in their 
work can fully enjoy the benefit of this new release.”  
 
Special Offer for ZWCAD+ 2014 Beta Release  
There will be a special offer starting from early July for users who purchase ZWCAD+ 2012. They can 
enjoy the free upgrade to ZWCAD+ 2014. There are many other special upgrade offers coming. Please 
stay tuned.  
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